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Abstract 

Recent developments and applications of high-resolution Fourier transform spectroscopy are 
reviewed. A short historical summary of the development of high-resolution interferometric 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometers is given and the possibilities of the currently 
most highly resolving FTIR spectrometers, including a current prototype built for the Zürich 
group at the Swiss Light Source SLS as a synchrotron light source, are discussed. A short 
description of the principles of FTIR spectroscopy is given and the resolution of current 
spectrometers is illustrated by FTIR spectra of CO, CO2 OCS, N2O, CS2, and CH4 and its 
isotopomers. The computational tools necessary to analyze FTIR spectra are described briefly. 
As examples of rovibrational analysis of more complex spectra, selected molecules CHCl2F, 
CDBrClF, pyridine (C6H5N) and pyrimidine (C4H4N2), and naphthalene (C10H8) are 
discussed. The spectrum of CHCl2F, a fluorochlorocarbon, is of interest for a better under-
standing of the chemistry of the Earth's atmosphere. It also possesses an isotopically chiral 
isotopomer CH35Cl37ClF analyzed in natural abundance. CDBrClF is a chiral molecule and 
therefore the analysis of its rovibrational spectra provides the basis for carrying out further 
experiments toward the detection of molecular parity violation. The analyses of the pyridine, 
pyrimidine, and naphthalene FTIR spectra illustrate the potential of the new generation of 
FTIR spectrometers in the study of spectra and rovibrational dynamics of aromatic systems 
and molecules of potential biological interest. In particular, naphthalene is a prototype 
molecule useful in gaining an understanding of the unidentified infrared bands (UIBs) 
detected in several interstellar objects. 

Keywords: high-resolution spectroscopy; resonance; FTIR spectroscopy; chiral molecules; 
aromatic molecules; infrared spectroscopy; isotopes; isotopomers; symmetry; asymmetric 
tops; synchrotron light sources; CDFClBr; CHFClBr; CHFCl2; fluorohydrocarbons, methane, 
CH2D2; CHD3; CH3D; CH4; naphthalene; pyridine; pyrimidine; benzene; carbondioxide; CO2; 
CO; OCS; N2O; CS2 
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Aspects

Traditional high-resolution spectroscopy in the ordinary
“optical” domain of the spectrum, defined here as ranging
from the far infrared (FIR) (wavenumber ν̃ = 10 cm−1, fre-
quency ν = 0.3 THz, or wavelength λ = 1 mm) to the vac-
uum UV (ν̃ = 100 000 cm−1, ν = 3000 THz λ = 100 nm),
has used dispersive elements such as prisms or gratings to
obtain wavelength-selected spectra (Herzberg 1945, 1966,
1991) with either photographic, or later, electronic record-
ing for two centuries, following the work of Frauenhofer,
Bunsen, and Kirchhoff, and many others in the nineteenth
century (see Merkt and Quack 2011: Molecular Quan-
tum Mechanics and Molecular Spectra, Molecular Sym-
metry, and Interaction of Matter with Radiation, for
some of the history). Herzberg’s classic books covering
the spectroscopic literature until about 1965 provide ample
examples of spectra obtained in this way. Developments
in spectroscopy during the decades following 1965 have
importantly used two new experimental principles:

1. lasers as monochromatic tunable light sources extend-
ing the frequency domain of the tunable Hertzian oscil-
lator from the radio frequency range into the IR, visible,
and UV. The developments in laser spectroscopy
are discussed in several other articles in this hand-
book (see also Sigrist 2011: High-resolution Infrared
Laser Spectroscopy and Gas Sensing Applications,
Snels et al. 2011: High-resolution FTIR and Diode
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Laser Spectroscopy of Supersonic Jets, Jäger and Xu
2011: Fourier Transform Microwave Spectroscopy
of Doped Helium Clusters, Havenith and Birer
2011: High-resolution IR-laser Jet Spectroscopy
of Formic Acid Dimer, Hippler et al. 2011: Mass
and Isotope-selective Infrared Spectroscopy, Amano
2011: High-resolution Microwave and Infrared
Spectroscopy of Molecular Cations, Guennoun and
Maier 2011, Pratt 2011: Electronic Spectroscopy in
the Gas Phase, Schmitt and Meerts 2011: Rotationally
Resolved Electronic Spectroscopy and Automatic
Assignment Techniques using Evolutionary Algo-
rithms, Weber 2011: High-resolution Raman Spec-
troscopy of Gases, Wester 2011: Spectroscopy and
Reaction Dynamics of Anions, Merkt et al. 2011:
High-resolution Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Eikema
and Ubachs 2011: Precision Laser Spectroscopy
in the Extreme Ultraviolet, Demtröder 2011:
Doppler-free Laser Spectroscopy, Häber and Klein-
ermanns 2011: Multiphoton Resonance Spectroscopy
of Biological Molecules and Stanca-Kaposta and
Simons 2011: High-resolution Infrared–Ultraviolet
(IR–UV) Double-resonance Spectroscopy of Biolog-
ical Molecules, this handbook).

2. interferometric Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy making the principle of the Michelson
interferometer useful for broad coverage spectroscopy
discussed in this article.

While the optical principles of the Michelson interferome-
ter have been known for more than a century (Michelson
1881) and have been used for specialized purposes, the
application for high-resolution spectroscopy covering broad
spectral ranges required the development of fast computers
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to carry out the necessary mathematical operations of the
Fourier transformation of the measured “interferogram”
which is a signal as a function of the mirror displacement
in the interferometer, to obtain the desired spectral signal
as a function of frequency (Section 2). Indeed, until about
1970–1980 this computational task was still a bottleneck
in using FTIR spectroscopy at very high resolution. The
development of FTIR spectroscopy is thus clearly con-
nected to parallel development in numerical computation
using fast computers and the corresponding algorithms.
Today, the Fourier transformation is no longer the lim-
iting factor and the previously revolutionary FTIR spec-
troscopy has become the reference technique to which
other methods should be compared. The term FTIR sug-
gests restriction to the IR range, where indeed the most
important applications can be found, ranging from the FIR
(ν̃ = 10–200 cm−1, ν = 0.3–6 THz), to the mid-IR (ν̃ =
200–4000 cm−1, ν = 6–120 THz) and the near infrared
(NIR) (ν̃ = 4000–12 000 cm−1, ν = 120–360 THz). The
use of FTIR spectroscopy can be extended into the visible
and UV ranges (ν̃ = 12 000–100 000 cm−1). This demon-
strates the enormous spectral coverage, scanning power, and
scanning range extending over about four orders of mag-
nitude in photon energy, which is not achievable by any
laser with the exception of the free electron laser, which
is still far from a routine laboratory equipment. Although
the term is frequently overused, one may well state that
Fourier transform spectroscopy has introduced a revolution
in high-resolution IR spectroscopy over the last 30 years
comparable in power to, but along different lines than laser
spectroscopy.

The principle of measuring a signal including all fre-
quencies of a “white light” source as a function of an
experimental parameter (here the position of an inter-
ferometer mirror) and then obtaining the spectral signal
by Fourier transformation of the measured signal can be
related to time domain Fourier transform spectroscopy in
the radio frequency and microwave regions. As is well
known, radio frequency nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy has been revolutionized in a comparable his-
torical period over the last decades by introducing FT-NMR
spectroscopy (Ernst et al. 1987) and the principle has been
extended to the microwave ranges for ESR spectroscopy
(Schweiger and Jeschke 2001) and rotational molecular
spectroscopy (see also, Bauder 2011: Fundamentals of
Rotational Spectroscopy and Shipman and Pate 2011:
New Techniques in Microwave Spectroscopy, this hand-
book). In the optical spectrum (IR to UV), time domain
Fourier transforms have also been used, but play a less
dominant role (see also, Frey et al. 2011: High-resolution
Rotational Raman Coherence Spectroscopy with Fem-
tosecond Pulses, and Hamm 2011: 2D-Infrared Spec-
troscopy, this handbook).

This article provides an overview of the current status and
some recent results in FTIR spectroscopy, with an emphasis
on the work done by our group. We draw from a recent
brief review (Albert and Quack 2007a), which we follow
in some aspects quite closely but which has been updated
and extended for the present purpose. We also refer to other
articles in this handbook, which report on results from FTIR
spectroscopy (see also Snels et al. 2011: High-resolution
FTIR and Diode Laser Spectroscopy of Supersonic Jets,
Flaud and Orphal 2011: Spectroscopy of the Earth’s
Atmosphere and Herman 2011: High-resolution Infrared
Spectroscopy of Acetylene: Theoretical Background and
Research Trends, this handbook).

1.2 Brief Historical Review

Interferometric FTIR spectroscopy has a long history,
going back to the development of the Michelson interfer-
ometer for use in spectroscopy (Michelson 1881, 1927),
the work of Rubens and Wood on FIR interferograms
(Rubens and Wood 1911), and the work of Rubens and
von Baeyer (Rubens and Baeyer 1911). The early his-
tory connected with the names of Jacquinot (Jacquinot
1954), Fellgett (Fellgett 1958), and Connes (Connes 1961)
among others is well described in Chamberlain’s clas-
sic book (Chamberlain 1979) (see also the books by
Bell (Bell 1972), Davis et al. (Davis et al. 2001), and
Kauppinen and Partanen (Kauppinen and Partanen 2001)).
While some homemade high-resolution FTIR spectrom-
eters existed before 1980 (Guelachvili 1978, Kauppinen
1979, Henry et al. 1983, Brault 1985), it is probably
fair to say that the real breakthrough occurred with the
advent of commercially available high-resolution instru-
ments. From then on, advances could concentrate on
new scientific questions and developments of the nec-
essary spectroscopic and theoretical techniques, rather
than instrument development. Prior to 1980, the res-
olution of most FTIR spectrometers was limited to
about 0.04 cm−1, hardly superior to the traditional grating
instruments.

A first breakthrough arrived with the Bomem instruments
with maximum optical path difference dMOPD = 250 cm−1,
corresponding to an unapodized resolution defined as ∆ν̃ =
0.61 d−1

MOPD = 0.0024 cm−1. The stated resolution refers
here to the instrumental bandwidth (∆ν̃, Full Width at
Half Maximum, FWHM). For a detailed discussion of the
implications and consequences of apodization, we refer
to Section 2 and Chamberlain (1979), Bell (1972), Davis
et al. (2001), Kauppinen and Partanen (2001). There was
an improvement by more than a factor of 10 in reso-
lution at that time, made possible by the invention of
dynamic alignment (Kendall et al. 1982, Buijs 1979). The
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Table 1 Current nine-chamber systems (MOPD = 9.8 m) of the Bruker IFS 125 HR as well as extended high-resolution system
prototype (last entry).

ETH Zürich, Laboratory for Physical Chemistry (Albert et al. 2003b, Albert
and Quack 2007a)

Zürich Switzerland

University of Saskatchewan, Canadian Light Source Inc. (McKellar
2010, McKellar et al. 2007)

Saskatoon Canada

Australian Synchrotron (Chimdi et al. 2008) Clayton, Melbourne Australia
Institute of Atmospheric Optic, Russian Academy of Sciences (Ulenikov

et al. 2010a)
Tomsk Russia

Institute of Spectroscopy - RA, Center for Fourier Spectroscopy, Chemical
Department (Chukalina et al. 2010)

Troitsk Russia

National University of Defense Technology Changsa, Hunan Province China
Advanced Light Source Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

(Carr et al. 2008)
Berkeley, California USA

Synchrotron Soleil, CEA L’Orme des Merisiers Gif-sur-Yvette (Roy et al.
2006)

Paris France

Swiss Light Source, ETH Zürich and Paul-Scherrer Institute, 11 chamber
interferometer (Albert et al. 2010)

Villigen Switzerland

availability of these instruments led to early developments
in Doppler-limited high-resolution FTIR-supersonic jet
techniques (Dübal et al. 1984, Amrein et al. 1987a,b,
1988a,b) (see review (Quack 1990) and Snels et al. 2011:
High-resolution FTIR and Diode Laser Spectroscopy of
Supersonic Jets, for further references). It also contributed
importantly to the high-resolution spectroscopic approach to
short-time (as-fs-ps) intramolecular quantum dynamics and
kinetics (Marquardt and Quack 2001, Quack 1990, 2001,
2003, 2004, Albert et al. 2011: Fundamentals of Rota-
tion–Vibration Spectra, this handbook).

Another important step was the development of the
Bruker IFS 120 HR instrument with an unapodized reso-
lution of ∆ν̃ = 0.0012 cm−1 (dMOPD = 5 m, five-chamber
system) (Birk et al. 1989). It is a modular system consist-
ing of chambers of 55 cm length. Numerous spectrometers
of the IFS 120 HR series based on the 1987 Giessen pro-
totype are currently working worldwide (Keens 2004, Mc
Naughton 2002, Nelander 1993). The resolution of these
instruments made it possible to analyze the rovibrational
spectra of linear and quasi-linear molecules up to the mid-
IR region at room temperature. We would like to men-
tion here the analysis of the classical quasi-linear molecule
HCNO and its isotopomers (Wagner et al. 1991, Quapp
et al. 1993, Albert et al. 1996, 1997a,b, 1998a, 2001b,
Schulze et al. 2000). It turned out that the rovibrational
spectra of HCNO and its isotopomers are strongly perturbed
in the overtone region (Albert et al. 1996). In spite of recent
calculations (Mladenovic et al. 2009), up to now there is
still no complete theoretical description of these phenom-
ena, especially in the overtone region, which would account
for the rotational structure of the fulminic acid spectra
and, thus, no full understanding of the dynamics of the
quasi-linear molecule HCNO. A new theoretical approach
for an understanding of these quasi-linear phenomena was

recently shown using quantum monodromy (Winnewisser
et al. 2005).

Further advances have been achieved with the Bruker
Zurich prototype 2001 spectrometer (IFS 125 HR ZP 2001
prototype), a nine-chamber system, which is capable of an
unapodized resolution of 0.00062 cm−1 (dMOPD = 9.8 m)
with a specified resolving power of 2 × 106 at 2000 cm−1

(Albert and Quack 2002, 2007a, Albert et al. 2003b). The
Bruker IFS 125 HR spectrometer is based on this proto-
type and was developed subsequently. Spectrometers of this
series are now connected to several synchrotron sources
worldwide (McKellar 2010, McKellar et al. 2007, Roy
et al. 2006, Chimdi et al. 2008, Carr et al. 2008). Table 1
lists the current working nine-chamber systems of the
IFS 125 HR series. Very recently, a new prototype of the
Bruker IFS 125 HR series, the Bruker ETH-SLS 2009 spec-
trometer prototype (11-chamber system), was developed for
our group by Bruker optics. This new spectrometer is con-
nected to the Swiss Synchrotron, the Swiss Light Source
(SLS), and it has an improved unapodized resolution of
0.00053 cm−1 (dMOPD = 11.7 m). The spectra of the heav-
ier molecules discussed here, taken at room temperature,
can often be resolved using a resolution of better than
0.001 cm−1, avoiding then the need for complicated jet-
cooling experiments.

1.3 Overview of the Article

First, we discuss briefly the experimental foundations of
FTIR spectroscopy, in particular, the influence of aperture
and self-apodization with regard to resolution. Spectra of
CO, OCS, benzene (13C6H6), NO2, and CH4 with its
isotopomers covering the spectral range 50–3100 cm−1 are
presented and the line shape and width are discussed in
relation to the dMOPD, aperture, and molecular parameters.
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Following this survey of experimental aspects, we review
here the spectra of several molecules of current inter-
est as examples and demonstrate current possibilities of
the technique. CHCl2F (Albert et al. 2004a) including
cold cell spectra (Albert et al. 2007) is an example of a
hydrochlorofluorocarbon of importance as a pollutant in the
Earth’s atmosphere, a molecule which can be isotopically
chiral if one considers the 37Cl/35Cl isotopomer. CDBrClF
(Albert and Quack 2007b) is an example of an ordinary chi-
ral molecule, and the heterocyclic compounds pyrimidine
(Albert and Quack 2007b), pyridine, and naphthalene
(Albert et al. 2010) are examples of aromatic systems.

The IR spectra of hydrochlorofluorocarbon molecules
such as CHCl2F and their rovibrational analysis are of
crucial importance for understanding the absorption behav-
ior of trace gases in the Earth’s atmosphere, in particular,
with respect to ozone depletion (Rinsland et al. 1989, Snels
and Quack 1991) (and references cited therein). Recently,
new satellite missions such as the Mipas experiment (Nett
et al. 2001, Flaud and Oelhaf 2004) on Envisat and the
ACE experiment (Nassar et al. 2005) have been under-
way to obtain more detailed information and more highly
resolved spectra of fluorochlorohydrocarbons and other
greenhouse gases. In addition, spectral analysis is an excel-
lent approach for understanding the IR laser chemistry of
these compounds (Lupo and Quack 1987, Quack 1989a,
1995) (and references therein). Analyses were possible
in the past for many of these molecules only by using
advanced FTIR and laser spectroscopic techniques in com-
bination with supersonic jet cooling (Quack 1990, Snels
and Quack 1991, Bauder et al. 1997, Snels et al. 2011:
High-resolution FTIR and Diode Laser Spectroscopy of
Supersonic Jets, this handbook) (and references therein).
Now it is possible to record the spectra of fluorochlorohy-
drocarbons at low temperatures (120–170 K) in combina-
tion with high-resolution FTIR spectroscopy.

The chiral isotopomer CH35Cl37ClF is of potential impor-
tance for general aspects of isotopic chirality and parity
violation (Quack 1989b, 2002, Berger et al. 2005, Albert
and Quack 2007a). In particular, the rovibrational analysis
of the 2ν3 mode of CH35Cl37ClF can make it possible to
carry out quasiresonant two-photon transitions with a CO2

laser based on the assignments of the 2ν3 band (Albert et al.
2007).

CDBrClF, the deuterated isotopomer of CHBrClF, is
a prototype chiral molecule like CHBrFI (Albert et al.
2008b) with asymmetric substitution at the “tetrahedral”
carbon (vant’t Hoff 1899) with C1 point group symme-
try. A detailed understanding of its properties, its spectra,
and its dynamics is of fundamental interest. CHBrClF has
been analyzed in detail with respect to its spectra and
its intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) dynamics
(Beil et al. 1994b, 1996, 1997) as well as parity violation

(Bauder et al. 1997, Daussy et al. 1999, Quack and Stohner
2000, Laerdahl et al. 2000). CDBrClF offers the opportu-
nity to investigate the effect of deuterium substitution on
the spectrum. The vibrational spectrum of CDBrClF has
been analyzed from the FIR to the NIR region (Beil et al.
2000). In addition, CDBrClF has been investigated together
with CHBrClF in the fundamental region at lower resolution
(Diem and Burow 1976, 1977, Diem et al. 1978). Studies
of its vibrational circular dichroism (Marcott et al. 1977)
and its Raman optical activity (Prasad and Burow 1979)
have been reported. This molecule has also been investi-
gated to study the effects of coupled anharmonic vibra-
tions on molecular parity violation (Quack and Stohner
2003).

The rovibrational analysis of the CDBrClF spectra is
challenging because of the congested spectra resulting from
the low symmetry of the molecule and the presence of
four different isotopomers and two quadrupolar nuclei in
the same molecule. Very few rovibrational spectral anal-
yses of chiral or isotopically chiral molecules have been
reported to date, for CHBrClF (Bauder et al. 1997), fluo-
rooxirane c-C2FH3O (Hollenstein et al. 1997), substituted
thiiran-1-oxides (Gross et al. 1998), CDBrClF (Albert and
Quack 2001, Albert et al. 2001a, 2003b), CH35Cl37ClF
(Snels and Quack 1991, Albert et al. 2004a, Albert and
Quack 2007b) and C2H3DO (Albert et al. 2003a), CHClFI
(Soulard et al. 2006) (in an approach following closely
the original work on CHBrClF (Bauder et al. 1997, Beil
et al. 1994a)) and very recently CHBrIF (Albert et al.
2008b,c), aziridine-2-carbonitrile (C3H4N2), (Albert et al.
2008a), and oxirane carbonitrile (C3H3NO), (Albert et al.
2009a), see also Quack 2011: Fundamental Symmetries
and Symmetry Violations from High-resolution Spec-
troscopy, this handbook.

Few aromatic systems have been the subject of high-
resolution FTIR spectroscopic studies to date. We men-
tion here the benzene molecule (Hollenstein et al. 1990,
Domenech et al. 1991, Pliva et al. 1996) and its iso-
topomers (Snels et al. 1997, 2002, Hippler and Quack
2005) and heterocyclic systems (Hegelund et al. 2005a,b,
Palmer et al. 1998). In addition, high-resolution diode laser
spectroscopy was carried out on fluoro- (Basterretxea and
Escribano 2004) and chlorobenzene (Uskola et al. 2000)
and there have been studies by isotope-selective spec-
troscopy (Hippler et al. 2003, 2011: Mass and Isotope-
selective Infrared Spectroscopy, this handbook). We have
recently studied chloro- and fluorobenzene systematically
using high-resolution FTIR spectroscopy (Albert et al.
2006a, Albert and Quack 2006). These rovibrational anal-
yses have also recently been extended to the more compli-
cated aromatic systems 1,4 para-difluoro benzene, phenol
(Albert and Quack 2008), and aniline, with large amplitude
modes such as torsional and inversion modes.
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The history of the low- and intermediate-resolution IR
spectroscopy of pyridine, C5H5N (Turkevich and Steven-
son 1943, Kline and Turkevich 1944, Stidham and DiLella
1979, 1980, DiLella 1980, Wong and Colson 1983, 1984,
Walters et al. 1986, Klots 1998, Partal Urena et al. 2003),
a heterocyclic molecule containing nitrogen, and the
calculation of the vibrational modes are rich indeed and
for a detailed survey the reader is referred to Partal Urena
et al. (2003), Rauhut et al. (1999), Barone (2004) and refer-
ences therein. There exists one rovibrational analysis of the
partially resolved ν11 band of pyridine (Thiel et al. 1991).
A new and complete analysis of this band also including an
analysis of the ν4 and ν12 bands is given by Albert et al.
(2005). Here, we present only a part of the ν11 band to
demonstrate the visible influence of spin statistical weights.
In particular, the complete analysis of the ν11 and ν4 bands
provides a starting point for a successful interstellar search
for pyridine in the IR region because these bands lie in the
same absorption window as the recently detected ν4 band of
benzene (Cernicharo et al. 2001). Submillimeter measure-
ments up to 400 GHz (Ye et al. 2005) were used to obtain
extended rotational constants of the ground state and first
spectroscopic constants of five excited states.

The history of the analysis of the low-resolution IR
spectrum of pyrimidine (C4H4N2), a heterocyclic molecule
containing two nitrogen atoms, started with a report in
the book by Barnes (Bowlling Barnes et al. 1944) and the
papers of Brownlie (Brownlie 1950), Short and Thompson
(Short and Thompson 1952), Lord et al. (Lord et al. 1957),
and Ito et al. (Ito et al. 1956). For a detailed survey of
the low-resolution IR spectroscopy of pyrimidine and the
calculation of the vibrational modes, the reader is referred
to a review by Innes et al. (Innes et al. 1988) and to some
recent work by Billes et al. (Billes et al. 1998), Breda et al.
(Breda et al. 2006), Barone (Barone 2004), and Boese and
Martin (Boese and Martin 2004) and references therein.
Despite extensive work, the vibrational assignment of the
normal modes of pyrimidine is still ambiguous.

The electronically excited states of pyrimidine and its
photodissociation dynamics (Lin et al. 2006) are the subject
of several papers. We mention here an analysis of highly
resolved rovibrational lines in the 1B1 electronic excited
state by Konings et al. (Konings et al. 1988), Philis (Philis
2005), and a recent analysis of singlet and triplet elec-
tronic excited states by Fischer et al. (Fischer et al. 2003),
to which we refer for a more detailed survey of the status of
the electronic spectrum of pyrimidine. The rotational spec-
trum of pyrimidine was analyzed up to the submillimeter
region by Kisiel et al. (Kisiel et al. 1999). In addition, these
authors assigned the rotational absorption lines of the three
lowest excited vibrational states, the ν16a, ν16b, and ν6b

states. The high-resolution FTIR spectrum of pyrimidine
has been completely analyzed in the region 600–1000 cm−1

including the modes ν6b, ν4, and ν10b (Albert and Quack
2007b). The rotational constants A and B of the ground
state of pyrimidine have also been determined by time-
resolved femtosecond Raman spectroscopy (Lavorel et al.
2004).

The heterocyclic molecule pyrimidine is a prototype sys-
tem for biologically important molecules such as the RNA
and DNA bases. Indeed, the pyrimidine bases are perhaps
crucial in molecular evolution (Eschenmoser 1997, Mitta-
palli et al. 2007). An analysis of the rovibrational spectrum
of pyrimidine may provide a starting point for a better
understanding of the spectra of the DNA bases and their
dynamics. Considering the astrochemical aspect, the analy-
sis of the ν4 band may be a starting point for a successful
interstellar search for pyrimidine in the IR region because
this band lies in the same absorption window as the recently
detected ν4 band of benzene (Cernicharo et al. 2001). Here,
we describe the analysis of the ν4 band of pyrimidine.

One of the great challenges of astronomical IR spec-
troscopy is the identification of the unidentified infrared
bands (UIBs) found in several interstellar objects. Poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been proposed
to be the carrier of the UIBs (Tielens 2008). For this rea-
son, we have investigated the rotationally resolved FTIR
spectrum of the bicyclic molecule naphthalene (Albert et al.
2010) as a simple prototypical spectrum for a PAH IR spec-
trum. Naphthalene has already been analyzed at high reso-
lution in the UV region (Majewski and Meerts 1984, Kabir
et al. 2003) and in the IR region (Pirali et al. 2009, Hewett
et al. 1994). We present an analysis of the out-of-plane
mode ν46 of naphthalene at 12.78 µm, which includes more
than 3000 absorption lines. On the basis of rotational con-
stants, we have simulated the band at resolutions that are
used for the interstellar detection of the UIBs. Clearly, this
band is not responsible for the UIB at 11.25 µm. However,
the shape of the recorded naphthalene band, ν46, provides
valuable insights into the shape of bands of out-of-plane
modes of PAHs. There is a coincidence with the unidenti-
fied infrared band (UIB) at 7.8 µm (Tielens 2008).

2 EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
INTERFEROMETRIC FOURIER
TRANSFORM INFRARED
SPECTROSCOPY

2.1 Basic Experimental Setup

The heart of an FTIR spectrometer is the Michelson
interferometer (Michelson 1881, Brault 1985, Genzel 1998)
as shown in Figure 1. Light is emitted from a source S,
which can be a mercury arc lamp, a globar, a tungsten
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Figure 1 A schematic drawing of the Michelson interferometer
as the heart of an FTIR spectrometer (S: source, A: aperture, F1:
focal parabolic mirror, BS: beam splitter, M1: fixed corner cube
mirror, M2: movable retro reflector mirror (scanner), P: probe,
F2 focal parabolic mirror, D: detector, FFT: fast Fourier trans-
formation, x: path length, L = xmax = dMOPD/2 with dMOPD =
maximum optical path difference).

lamp, or a synchrotron radiation beam. The light is then
focused on the aperture A, which has a diameter between
0.5 and 3 mm. The diverging light emitted from the aperture
is made parallel using the parabolic mirror F1, which has
a focal length of 41.8 cm in the Bruker IFS 120/125 series.
The parallel beam waist is of diameter 68 cm. The parallel
beam is then split using a beam splitter BS consisting of
mylar, Quartz, KBr or CaF2 typically. One half of the beam
travels through the beam splitter to a fixed retroreflector M1

and is reflected. The other half of the beam is reflected at
the beam splitter and travels to the movable retroreflector
M2, the scanner, and is also reflected. The reflected
beams are then combined at the beam splitter again. The
recombined beam illustrates constructive or destructive
interference depending on the path difference between the
fixed retroreflector M1 and the movable retroreflector M2.
The recombined beam then passes through the probe P and
is focused again through the parabolic mirror F2 on the
detector chip D. The interference pattern, as a function
of the optical path difference of the two beams, is the
interferogram. By the use of a Fourier transformation,
performed with the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm,
the interferogram is transformed into the spectrum.

The use of retroreflectors requires a more detailed
description (Murty 1960). At the retroreflectors M1 and M2,

the incoming and reflected beams are different; therefore,
two beams result after the recombination at the beam
splitter. The recombined beam from the two beams that
were reflected at the beam splitter is called the balanced
output and is used for the measurement; it passes through
the probe onto the detector. The other recombined beam for
which one beam is passed through the beam splitter and the
other beam is twice reflected at the beam splitter is called
the unbalanced output and is removed by high pass filters.
In the case of plane parallel mirrors, the unbalanced output
is routed straight back into the source.

The Zurich prototype 2001 spectrometer Bruker IFS 125
HR, a nine-chamber system, is a newly designed ver-
sion based on the Bruker IFS 120 HR, a five- to seven-
chamber system. Its maximum optical path difference
(dMOPD) is 9.8 m. It is equipped with apertures as small
as 0.5 mm, making it possible to record rovibrational spec-
tra with a resolution up to 0.00062 cm−1(unapodized).
It has a theoretical resolving power of up to 2 × 106

at 2000 cm−1. The ETH-SLS prototype 2009 spectrom-
eter Bruker IFS 125 HR is a new extended version of
the IFS 125 series. It is an 11-chamber interferometer-
arm system with a dMOPD of 11.7 m, which corre-
sponds to a theoretical maximum unapodized resolution of
0.00053 cm−1.

2.2 Interferogram, Spectrum and Line Shape

In this section, we briefly review the basic equations of
interferometric FTIR spectroscopy and refer to the books
of Chamberlain (Chamberlain 1979) and Davis et al. (Davis
et al. 2001) for a more detailed discussion. We then
illustrate the quantitative aspects with examples of spectra
obtained using the highest resolution FTIR spectrometers
currently commercially available, the 2001 ETH Zürich
prototype and the ETH-SLS 2009 prototype interferometers
built by Bruker Optics.

The basic principle of interferometric spectroscopy using
the Michelson interferometer in Figure 1 is readily under-
stood, starting out from an ideal monochromatic light
source S. It is seen that the two ideal monochromatic sine
wave partial beams from the beam splitter BS are reflected
at M1 and M2 and recombined at the beam splitter BS,
interfering constructively or destructively depending on the
variable position x of the movable mirror M2. The sig-
nal I interf(x) measured at the detector D (neglecting effects
from other optical elements and the probe P) has the inten-
sity function (with a source constant A):

I interf(x) = A [1 + cos (2πν̃0x)] (1)

When one has instead a broad band “white light” source S
with a wavenumber-dependent intensity distribution I (ν̃),
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one obtains the interference signal (Chamberlain 1979):

I interf(x) =
∫ ∞

0
I (ν̃) dν̃ +

∫ ∞

0
I (ν̃) cos (2πν̃x) dν̃ (2)

which is obtained by integrating over all wavenumbers ν̃.
Because we have for x = 0

I interf(x) = 2
∫ ∞

0
I (ν̃) dν̃ (3)

we obtain

I interf(x) = 1

2
I interf(0) +

∫ ∞

0
I (ν̃) cos (2πν̃x) dν̃ (4)

The variable part of I interf(x) − 0.5I interf(0) = F(x) is
called the interferogram:

F(x) =
∫ ∞

0
I (ν̃) cos (2πν̃x) dν̃ (5)

F(x) is the cosine Fourier integral of the wavenumber-
dependent spectral density I (ν̃) and by inversion of the
transform, one obtains

I (ν̃) = C

∫ ∞

0
F(x) cos (2πν̃x) dx (6)

where C can be considered to be a normalization constant.
This inverse transform allows us, therefore, to calculate the
wavenumber-dependent intensity I (ν̃). We write here the
dimension of I (ν̃) as dim(Wm) = dim(W/m−1) because of
Equation (4) and

∫ ∞

0
I (ν̃) dν̃ = Itotal (7)

and dim(Itotal) = dim(W). Further considerations become
necessary when the measurement and the corresponding
integration in Equation (6) are carried out over a finite
interval to some maximum value xmax instead of x = ∞.

The finite maximum optical path difference (dMOPD)
leads to a multiplication of the interferogram with a
rectangular function Π , which results in the instrumental
line function Sinc(ν̃) in the spectral domain by the use of the
sinc = sin (πx)/(πx) function shown in Figure 2 (Davis
et al. 2001):

Sinc(ν̃) = 2dMOPD

(
sin(2πν̃dMOPD)

(2πν̃dMOPD)

)
= 2 dMOPD sinc(2ν̃dMOPD) (8)
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Figure 2 The 2dMOPD sinc(2ν̃dMOPD) function where
sinc(2ν̃dMOPD) = sin(2πν̃dMOPD)/(2πν̃dMOPD).

The full width at half maximum ∆ν̃FWHM of this instru-
mental line function is

∆ν̃FWHM =
(

1.207

2 dMOPD

)
(9)

The ∆ν̃FWHM of the sinc function is defined as the
“unapodized” resolution of the interferometer. Using Equa-
tion (9) we obtain for the ETH Zurich FTIR 2001 prototype
spectrometer a value of 0.00062 cm−1 for dMOPD = 980 cm
and for the ETH-SLS 2009 prototype spectrometer a value
of 0.00053 cm−1 for dMOPD = 1170 cm.

Because of the use of a finite aperture (Brault 1985,
Connes 1970, Ridgway and Brault 1984), we have to con-
sider two other important effects, an additional broaden-
ing of the absorption line and a shift of the line position
(Davis et al. 2001). The finite aperture d produces circu-
lar fringes at the interferometer output at a certain finite
path difference. This implies that the envelope of the inter-
ferogram is multiplied by a wavenumber-dependent sinc

function. This effect is called self-apodization. To find an
optimum aperture diameter d , we want a maximum fringe
amplitude for the largest measurable wavenumber ν̃max at
the longest optical path difference so that we have con-
structive interference. Considering the solid angle Ωmax

defined as

Ωmax = (π/4) d2

f 2
= π

dMOPD ν̃max
(10)
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we can choose the optimum diameter d of the aperture
according to

d =
√

4f 2

dMOPD ν̃max
(11)

For our setup, we have, for instance, f = 41.8 cm as
the focal length of the parabolic mirror of both Bruker
spectrometers (Bruker 1989).

Practically speaking, this means that the real line-shape
function, which would typically have a Gaussian–Doppler-
limited profile with a peak position ν̃0, is convoluted with
the instrumental line-shape function:

SI (ν̃) �
[
Ωmax

2π

ν̃0Ωmax
Π

(
2πν̃

ν̃0Ωmax

)]
⊗2 dMOPD sinc(2ν̃dMOPD) (12)

due to the finite path difference (sinc(2ν̃dMOPD)), and with
an external rectangular “boxcar” function Π with width
(ν̃0Ωmax)/(2π) due to the finite aperture (Davis et al.
2001). In even more general terms, the instrumental line-
shape function SI(ν̃) can be considered to be the exper-
imental line shape measured for an extremely sharp line
with ∆ν̃ true � ∆ν̃I , which thus becomes an experimentally
defined and measurable quantity.

In practice, one uses optical filters to restrict the broad
band “white light” source to the spectral range of interest for
a particular absorption band. This then defines the intensity
I0(ν̃). Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the broad band
source (c, left) and the corresponding interferogram (a, left)
that corresponds to an empty probe volume P , and hence
to the reference intensity I0(ν̃). In the example, we show
the spectral range 600–1000 cm−1 including a filter used
to measure the CO2 spectrum in the region of the bending
fundamental. By repeating the measurement with a sample
of CO2 in the (Figure 3c, right) probe volume, we obtain an
analogous function I (ν̃) (Figure 3c, right) and the relevant
interferogram (Figure 3a,b, right). Finally, we can compute
the transmittance spectrum from I0(ν̃) and I (ν̃)

T (ν̃) = I (ν̃)

I0(ν̃)
(13)

shown in Figure 3(d, left) and the Napierian absorbance
spectrum (ln = loge)

Ae(ν̃) = ln (T −1(ν̃)) (14)

shown also in Figure 3(d, right). Under certain conditions,
the Napierian absorbance Ae(ν̃) can be related to the
molecular absorption cross section σ(ν̃) by means of the
Lambert–Beer law:

Ae(ν̃) = σ(ν̃) C l (15)

where C is the molecular concentration as particle density
and l the effective absorption path length. Frequently one
also uses the decadic absorbance (lg = log10)

A10(ν̃) = lg (T −1(ν̃)) (16)

All these effects exclude surface and window contributions
that one must take into account if appropriate. For defini-
tions of further frequently used quantities related to such
absorption measurements, we refer to Stohner and Quack
2011: Conventions, Symbols, Quantities, Units and Con-
stants for High-resolution Molecular Spectroscopy, this
handbook. Equation (15) is valid if σ(ν̃) is independent of
C and C independent of l. If this is not the case, appropri-
ately modified relations can be used.

Figure 4(a) left shows the survey of the absorbance spec-
trum of CO2 in the range of the bending fundamental, caus-
ing an important absorption in the Earth’s atmosphere, in
part at the origin of the greenhouse effect. Figure 4(a) right
shows the corresponding FTIR spectrum of air at 298 K and
1013 mbar. The pressure broadened CO2 lines are visible. In
Figure 4b, a line in absorbance and transmittance is shown.
The absorbance line shape is fit to a Gaussian line shape
and the value of the Doppler width obtained through this
fit (see below) is slightly larger than the calculated Doppler
width.

The measured spectral signal is the convolution of the
true spectrum I (ν̃) with an instrument function SI(ν̃):

Ieff(ν̃) = I (ν̃) ⊗ SI(ν̃) (17)

In considering the line-shape functions of sharp individual
spectral lines, because of the finite length interferogram, the
true sharp spectral line is convoluted with a sinc function
in the case of an ideal “boxcar apodization”. This will
lead to minimal effects if the width of the true absorption
line is large compared to the width of the instrumental
sinc function. If, however, the instrumental line width
is large compared to the true line width, the oscillatory
behavior of the sinc function will appear as side lobes to
the measured line (“feet”) and one has to reduce this artifact
by multiplying the interferogram with an “apodization
function” (from the Greek πous, gen. πoδos and the
negation “a-”, “removing” the feet that is at the origin of
the expression). The general expression in Equation (6) is
multiplied by a weighting function W(x) such that, with an
appropriate normalization constant a,

Ieff(ν̃) = a

∫ ∞

0
F(x)W(x) cos (2πν̃x) dx (18)

In the simplest ideal case, the weighting function takes into
account the length of the interferogram that removes the
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Figure 4 (a) Decadic absorbance spectrum of CO2 (left) and air (right) in the CO2 bending region (011e,f0–000). The air spectrum
is pressure broadened. (b) The R(26) absorption line of the CO2 011e0–000 band (left). The line profile is fitted to a Gaussian line
profile. The apparent Doppler width ∆ν̃D = 0.00146 cm−1 is slightly larger than the calculated Doppler width due to the use of a larger
aperture. The transmittance spectrum of this line is shown on the right.

signal for x > L where L = dMOPD, and thus

Wb(x) = 1 − h(x − L) (19)

where h(z) is the Heaviside unit step function with

h(z < 0) = 0 (20)

h(z > 0) = 1 (21)

It is the step function that leads to the oscillating sinc

function. Using a function with a more gradual cutoff
decreases the amplitude of the side lobes arising from the
sinc function, while, at the same time, the width of the
main peak increases, reducing the resolution. In principle,
one can also define weighting functions that increase reso-
lution at the cost of having larger oscillations. All these
functions are called apodization functions, even though
some of them do not remove the “feet”. The problem of

finding optimum apodization functions under appropriate
constraints has a long history in signal processing (Dolph
1946, Vagin 1980) and Norton and Beer (Norton and Beer
1976, 1977) have provided a useful practical summary
for FTIR spectroscopy. From the present point of view
of very high-resolution interferometric spectroscopy, the
spectra are measured in self-apodization and the physi-
cally truncated path difference dMOPD is mathematically
expressed as apodization with the boxcar truncation func-
tion Wb(x) in the mid-IR and NIR where the spectra are
usually Doppler limited (i.e., ∆ν̃D > ∆ν̃I). In these regions,
no other apodization functions are needed. The situation
is different in the FIR when using samples at low tem-
perature and with high molecular mass. Then the vari-
ous side peaks can cause trouble in the analysis of the
spectra and have to be removed by the use of a appro-
priate apodization function if self-apodization alone is not
sufficient.
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2.3 Observed Line Shape and Simulation of
Spectra

In considering spectral line broadening and line shapes in
IR spectra, one must consider the true physical line shape
in addition to the instrumental line shape discussed above.
The following contributions are dominant in IR spectra:

1. Gaussian line shape corresponding to the Doppler
effect arising from the thermal Maxwell–Boltzmann
distributions of molecular velocities. In terms of the
resulting molecular absorption cross section σ(ν) as a
function of frequency ν, this results in the following
line shape:

σ G(ν) = σ 0 exp

[
−c2(ν − ν0)

2

v2
wν2

0

]
(22)

Here σ 0 is the maximum cross section, ν0 the fre-
quency at this maximum, c the speed of light in vacuo,
and vw the most probable velocity in the distribution:

vw =
√

2kT

m
(23)

The full width at half maximum (∆νD) for the line
shape is conveniently given by the dimensionless
reduced form is

∆νD

ν0
= ∆ν̃D

ν̃0
=

√
8kT ln 2

mc2
� 7.162 · 10−7

√
T /(K)

m/(Da)

(24)
At low gas densities in the vapor or in molecular
beams, this is usually the dominant contribution in
high-resolution FTIR spectroscopy, and in mid-IR and
NIR regions it is also the usual limiting factor in the
effective resolution because Doppler-free techniques
are not readily applied with FTIR spectroscopy (laser
spectroscopy is more suitable for such approaches;
see also Demtröder 2011: Doppler-free Laser Spec-
troscopy, this handbook). For a given molecule with
mass m and spectral line position ν0, the Doppler
broadening can be reduced by lowering the tempera-
ture. Recent very successful techniques are nonequi-
librium cooling in supersonic jets (Quack 1990) or
(Snels et al. 2011: High-resolution FTIR and Diode
Laser Spectroscopy of Supersonic Jets, this hand-
book) spectroscopy in collisional cooling cells operated
either under equilibrium or nonequilibrium conditions
(Albert et al. 2007 and references therein).

2. The other important line shape in the IR corresponds to
the Lorentzian (or Cauchy) distribution, again for the

molecular absorption cross section σ L(ν):

σ L(ν) = σ 0
(∆νL/2)2

(ν − ν0)
2 + (∆νL/2)2

(25)

σ 0 is again the maximum cross section in the line and
ν0 the corresponding frequency, while ∆νL is the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the absorption line.
The factors contributing to the Lorentzian line shape
are exponential (first-order) decay processes, which
contribute in an additive way to the line width. We
discuss three of these:

∆νL = ∆νn + ∆ν i + ∆νc (26)

These contributions correspond to first-order rate con-
stants for the corresponding rate process:

kL = kn + ki + kc (27)

The “natural line width” ∆νn is related to the rate
constant kn for spontaneous emission:

kn = 2π∆νn = 2πc∆ν̃n = 2πΓ n

h
(28)

where Γ n is the full width at half maximum of
the Lorentzian line in the absorbance spectrum. In
the IR kn rarely exceeds 103 s−1 for rovibrational
spectra, so the natural line width contribution from
spontaneous emission can be usually neglected in
FTIR spectroscopy except when observing electronic
transitions in the IR or visible part of the spectrum.
The second factor ki can arise, for instance, if one has
a predissociating molecular complex, where vibrational
excitation in the IR can lead to dissociation of a weak
bond such as in the hydrogen-bonded dimer (HF)2

(Puttkamer and Quack 1989, Hippler et al. 2007):

(HF) · · · (HF)∗
kp−→ 2HF (29)

ki = kp = 2π∆ν i (30)

Other intramolecular processes that can lead to broad-
ening are internal conversion after electronic excitation
or intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) in
highly excited or very large polyatomic molecules at
high vibrational densities of states (Puttkamer et al.
1983). At low densities of states, for small stable
molecules at modest excitation, these processes are
absent in terms of an exponential relaxation to a contin-
uum and thus do not contribute to the Lorentzian line
widths. Indeed, the dominant Lorentzian contribution
∆νc in the IR usually arises from bimolecular colli-
sions. If the collisions of molecules A occur with inert
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gaseous “solvent” molecules or atoms M as collision
partners ∆νc is related to a pseudo first-order rate con-
stant kc for collisions:

kc = 2π∆νc = 2πc∆ν̃c (31)

where kc is given by

kc =
√

8kT

πµ
〈σ AM〉[M] (32)

where µ is the reduced mass for the collision

µ = mA · mM

mA + mM
(33)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, [M] the particle
density (concentration) of the collision partner M

assumed to be in excess (for example, M = He or
N2 in a collisional cooling cell) and 〈σ AM〉 is the
thermally averaged collision cross section. Its exact
calculation is highly nontrivial and typical values can
range over several orders of magnitude depending on
the collision partners. However, a first estimate for
inert collision partners results in a pressure proportional
line width ∆ν̃c = 0.1 cm−1 p / bar. Thus, at pressures
below 1 mbar, collisional broadening can normally be
neglected except sometimes for larger molecules such
as pyridine and naphthalene and dipolar molecules.
Measurements at low density also avoid the problem
of the collisional line shift (i.e., ν0([M]) 	= ν0([M] →
0)).

The convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian (Doppler)
broadening results in the Voigt line shape:

P(x, y) = c

ν0 vw

1√
π

K(x, y) (34)

with

x = 2(ν − ν0)
√

ln 2

∆νD
(35)

and

y = ∆νL/2

∆νD

√
4 ln 2 (36)

The Voigt function K(x, y) is given by the integral

K(x, y) = y

π

∫
exp (−r2)

y2 − (x − r)2
dr (37)

which is usually evaluated numerically. The use of the
variables x and y can be considered as a scaling of the

frequency axis with the Doppler widths. One can easily
verify that for vanishing Lorentzian width ∆νL → 0 (i.e.,
x → 0 for given ∆νD), one obtains a function P(x, 0)

that is the Gaussian line shape and for vanishing Doppler
width (∆νG → 0, x → ∞ and y → ∞ one has P(x →
∞, y → ∞) for given ∆νL) as the Lorentzian function.
However, the physical line shape cannot always be rep-
resented as a convolution of Doppler and Lorentzian line
shapes because the kinetic phenomena are not indepen-
dent. Particularly in the case of self-collisions, further
phenomena arise that can even lead to collisional nar-
rowing with increasing pressure over some ranges (Dicke
effect, Dicke 1953). The generally very complex situa-
tion of non-Voigt line shapes under collisional conditions,
including line mixing and line shifting, is discussed in
the book by Hartmann et al. 2008 (see also Albert et al.
2011: Fundamentals of Rotation–Vibration Spectra, this
handbook). One also must note that lineshapes due to
intramolecular processes with ∆ν i need not be Lorentzian,
in general, and Doppler line shapes need not to be Gaus-
sian in nonthermal situations, for example, in supersonic
jets.

In simulating FTIR spectra with the physical line shapes
discussed above and the instrumental line shapes derived
in the previous section, one has to recognize that the
former apply to the molecular absorption cross section
and thus (under certain conditions) are proportional to the
absorbance, ln (I0/I) or lg (I0/I) (Equations 15 and 16),
whereas the latter apply to the signal intensity I (ν̃) or to
T (ν̃) (Equation 13), which is proportional to I (ν̃) if I0(ν̃) is
smooth, effectively constant over the range of a line shape.
However, T (ν̃) and σ(ν̃) have a nonlinear relationship in
general. A proper simulation of spectral line shapes is thus
best carried out as a “forward simulation” by simulating
the spectral line shapes using the appropriate line-shape
function for every spectral line and composing a complete
“true” absorbance spectrum from all relevant lines for the
given experimental conditions. From this, one calculates the
transmission spectrum T (ν) (with obviously neither Gaus-
sian nor Lorentzian line shape because of the exponential
relationship). This transmission spectrum is then convoluted
with the instrumental line-shape function SI. Even more
generally, one must convolute I0(ν̃) and I (ν̃) separately
with the instrument function and then calculate T (ν). How-
ever, in general, this procedure is not necessary for a smooth
I0(ν̃), which is effectively constant over the range of the
line shape. For a final comparison of simulated spectra,
one may recompute an effective absorbance from the simu-
lated transmission by means of Equation (14) and compare
this to the experimental absorbance. In the limit of small
absorptions, one can “linearize” the Lambert–Beer rela-
tion by means of the Taylor expansion of the exponential
function:
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T (ν) = I (ν)

I0(ν)
= exp (−σ(ν) C l) (38)

using for small values of α = (I0(ν) − I (ν))/I0(ν) =
∆I (ν)/I0(ν) the approximation

T (ν) = I0(ν) − ∆I (ν)

I0(ν)
= 1 − α � 1 − σ(ν) C l (39)

or representing the spectrum as absorptance α

α � σ(ν) C l = Ae (40)

This simplifies the simulations, but depending on accuracy
requirements, it is at best acceptable when the absorptance
α is at most 1–10%.

We may finally quote some simple rules in relating
various combined line widths that result from the con-
volution integrals for certain functions (see Lewerenz
1987 and Suhm 1990, where various approximate line
shapes resulting from different apodizations have been
discussed). For the convolution of two Gaussian widths
∆νG1 and ∆νG2, one has exactly for the combined width
∆νG12

∆νG12 =
√

∆ν2
G1 + ∆ν2

G2 (41)

if one convolutes the Gaussian ∆νG with a “boxcar”
apodized sinc function ∆νS, the combined line width is
always less than what would result from Equation (41) (typ-
ically up to 15% less). A good approximation is obtained
from the formula:

∆νGS �


∆ν12

G −
(

∆νG

2

)12

+


∆νS+

√
∆ν2

G+∆ν2
S

2




12



1
12

(42)
Interestingly, one has from this approximately for the com-
bined width

∆νGS � ∆νG when ∆νS ≤ ∆νG

2
(43)

This provides a good rule for the choice of the optical path
difference in an experiment to obtain essentially Doppler-
limited spectra.

For the convolution of two Lorentzians with widths ∆νL1

and ∆νL2, one has exactly

∆νL12 = ∆νL1 + ∆νL2 (44)

for the combined width. If one convolutes a Lorentzian with
∆νL with a boxcar apodized sinc function with ∆νS, one

finds positive and negative deviations from the Gaussian
combination rule (Equation 41) with an approximate rela-
tion:

∆νLS =
[
∆ν6

L −
(

∆νL

3

)6

+
(

∆νS + ∆νL

3

)6
] 1

6

(45)

Again, one has an approximation to this given by

∆νLS � ∆νL when ∆νS ≤ ∆νL

3
(46)

which is useful for the choice of the optical path difference
in the case of pressure-broadened spectra. It is perhaps
surprising, but in any case very useful to remember that by
choosing the unapodized instrumental width to be smaller
than about a third of the expected true line widths one
can, in general, obtain a very good estimate of the true
line widths directly from the measured spectra. However,
for a careful examination, the effect of self-apodization
must be considered. On the other hand, if one wishes
to determine the instrumental line widths experimentally
from a measured spectrum with known underlying true line
shape, the true line widths should be at most about up
to twice the instrumental width; otherwise, the enterprise
is essentially hopeless. It is, of course, better to choose
an example with true line widths being substantially less
than the instrumental line widths. All of the measurements
discussed here were carried out at very low pressures so that
pressure-broadening effects could be neglected. To obtain
a symmetric line shape, a complex Fourier transformation
and a phase correction are also required. For the phase
correction, we use the Mertz method extensively discussed
in Mertz (1965), Brault (1985, 1987).

3 SOME ILLUSTRATIONS OF
HIGH-RESOLUTION FTIR
SPECTROSCOPIC RESULTS ON
RELATIVELY SIMPLE TEST SPECTRA

3.1 CO FTIR Spectra under Instrumental
Line-shape Limitations

Figure 5 shows a CO spectrum in the range 36–100 cm−1.
CO and water lines are visible. The lower trace of Figure 5
displays an extended part of the spectrum with three 12C16O
lines. Figure 6 shows CO absorption lines around 60 cm−1

recorded with the Bruker ZP 2001 (Figure 6a) and ETH-
SLS 2009 (Figure 6b). The calculated Doppler line width,
∆ν̃D = 0.00014 cm−1, can be neglected in a first approx-
imation and the measured line width is mainly deter-
mined by the instrumental line width. ∆ν̃ = 0.00083 cm−1
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Figure 5 (a) FIR CO spectrum in the range 36–100 cm−1 recorded with the Bruker ETH-SLS 2009 prototype (resolution:
≤ 0.0008 cm−1, 20 cm path length, T = 295 K. (b) displays an expansion of the spectrum in the range 42–50 cm−1. Rotational water
absorpion lines are visible in addition to the CO lines in both spectra.

is experimentally determined for the measurement with
the Bruker ZP2001. Compared to the ∆ν̃S = 0.00062 cm−1

and ∆ν̃D, the CO line is broadened by a factor of
1.31 through the effect of the finite aperture (d = 1 mm).
The CO line, ∆ν̃ = 0.00068 cm−1, recorded with the
ETH-SLS 2009 spectrometer, is broadened through the
finite aperture by a factor of 1.20 (∆ν̃S = 0.00053 cm−1).
Because of larger optical path difference, the noise is higher
for the CO spectrum recorded with the ETH-SLS 2009
spectrometer than for that measured with the Zurich (2001)

spectrometer as illustrated on the left in Figure 6. Both mea-
surements used the thermal mercury arc emission source.
The synchrotron source was not used here.

One of the great challenges of high-resolution FTIR
spectroscopy is to measure unperturbed true absorption line
profiles. In our case, we obtain basically Gaussian profiles
only if the instrumental line width is smaller than one-third
of the Gaussian–Doppler line width. We can neglect the
Lorentzian and Voigt line profiles due to the low pressure
of the measurements.
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Figure 6 A CO absorption line in the far infrared spectral region measured with the Bruker IFS 125 HR Zurich Prototype (ZP)
2001 at highest resolution (∆ν̃ = 0.00083 cm−1, 24.9 MHz, upper right trace) and with the Bruker ETH-SLS 2009 prototype
(∆ν̃ = 0.00068 cm−1, 20.4 MHz, lower right trace) in a 20 cm glass cell at 295 K. A comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio is shown
on the left. The absorbance shown is A10 = lg(I0/I), see Fig. 5.

3.2 CO2 and 13C6H6 FTIR Spectra in the
Low-frequency Mid-infrared (Almost
Doppler Limited)

Figure 7 illustrates CO2 and benzene lines in the range
640–700 cm−1. The experimentally determined CO2 line
width ∆ν̃ = 0.00122 cm−1 recorded with an aperture diam-
eter of 1.15 mm is a result of a convolution of Gaussian
profile with Doppler width ∆ν̃D = 0.00123 cm−1 and with
a sinc function with an instrumental line width ∆ν̃S =
0.00062 cm−1. The broadening of the line due to the finite
aperture can be neglected and only the broadening due to
the sinc function can be considered in the first approxima-
tion. To test the influence of the instrumental line shape, the
line profile was fitted to a Gaussian line profile. Figure 7
(lower trace, left) illustrates that the deviation between the
fitted and measured line profile is not statistical. The fitted
Doppler line width ∆ν̃fit−D = 0.00122 cm−1 corresponds to
the experimentally determined line width and the calculated
Doppler width ∆ν̃D = 0.00123 cm−1 at 295 K. Therefore,

the measured line profile is, as expected, a convolution of
the Gaussian and the sinc profile. The ∆ν̃S = 0.00063 cm−1

is half of the Doppler width 0.5∆ν̃D = 0.00062 cm−1 and
the approximation in Equation (42) is valid. The 12C16O2

spectrum is ideal for such tests as it has pure, isolated lines
with no hyperfine structure because all nuclear spins are
zero in this molecule.

For 13C6H6 (Figure 7, right) the recorded line width
(∆ν̃ = 0.00129 cm−1, aperture: 1.3 mm) is larger than the
Doppler width ∆ν̃D = 0.00091 cm−1 calculated for 295 K.
The instrumental line shape must be considered due to the
larger aperture and the sinc function. In addition, 13C6H6

has a more complicated spectrum and the line illustrated
in Figure 7 (lower trace, right) represents more than one
transition including a rich unresolved hyperfine structure
from the protons and the 13C nuclei.

The line widths of CO2 and OCS in the 700–900 cm−1

region (Figure 8, left: CO2, right: OCS) are close to the
Doppler width recorded with an aperture of 1.15 mm.
However, the line profile fitted as a Gaussian line shape
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still shows systematic differences between the fitted and
measured line shapes.

3.3 OCS and CS2 FTIR Spectra in Fingerprint
Mid-infrared Region

If we examine the OCS spectra at larger wavenumbers
around 1000 cm−1 and retain the same aperture, a slightly
larger line width than the Doppler width is observed as
shown in Figure 9 (left). In the case of CS2 at 1500 cm−1,
the measured line width recorded with an aperture diameter
of 1 mm is actually very close to the Doppler line width as
shown in Figure 9 (right). The dMOPD = 980 cm was used
for all the measurements described here up to 1600 cm−1.

3.4 OCS and N2O FTIR Spectra in the
High-frequency Mid-infrared Region under
Truly Doppler-limited Conditions

For the region 2400–2500 cm−1, we have used an optical
path difference dOPD = 625 cm, resulting in a line width for
N2O very close to the Doppler width, as shown in Figure 10
(left). The OCS line around 3100 cm−1 (Figure 10, right)
illustrates a fitted line width in the range of the Doppler
width. A dOPD = 550 cm was used. The last two measure-
ments were done using an aperture of 0.8 mm. Pressure
broadening can be neglected for all measurements described
here due to the low sample pressure (0.01–0.1 mbar) used
during the recordings.

3.5 CO and CH4 FTIR Spectra under
Collisional Cooling Conditions

The collisional cooling process makes it possible to fully
exploit the high resolving power of our spectrometer (Albert
et al. 2007). As an example, we show in Figure 11 CO
FTIR spectra measured at low resolution 0.1 cm−1 cooled
down to 7 K. CO mixed in helium gas was injected into
the cell and was measured at several temperatures down to
7 K. Figure 11 shows the spectra. At 15 K, an absorption
band caused by CO nanoparticles is visible in addition to
the absorption lines of the monomer. At 7 K, no monomer
absorption lines were observed and only the nanoparticle
band of CO is visible. These low-resolution measurements
confirmed the measurements taken by Bauerecker et al.
(2001). We mention here the first observation of infrared
spectra of nanoparticles of HF/DF in supersonic jets by
Quack et al. (1997).

The high-resolution advantage of our spectrometers in the
higher frequency regions is illustrated using the methane

spectra (Albert et al. 2009b) shown in Figure 12 and in the
spectra of isotopomers of methane discussed in Niederer
et al. (2008) and Ulenikov et al. (2009, 2010b). Figure 12
displays the FTIR methane 12CH4 spectrum in the range
2700 up to 7700 cm−1 recorded in the collisional cooling
cell at 80 K. The resolution defined here as 1/dMOPD

ranging from 0.0027 to 0.005 cm−1 was chosen so that
it was half of the Doppler width or less in the spectral
range measured. A comparison of the fitted FWHM line
width ∆ν̃ = 0.0066 cm−1 (Gaussian profile at 80 K of an
absorption line at 3871.565 cm−1) (Figure 13, top) with the
Doppler width ∆ν̃D = 0.0062 cm−1 illustrates the overall
good agreement. The very small discrepancies can be
explained by having had an effect from the instrumental line
shape or having measured with a slightly higher temperature
than 80 K.

Methane is the prototype of a spherical top molecule
and its spectrum is now completely analyzed by Albert
et al. (2009b) up to the octad region based on the tensor
formalism developed in the Dijon group (Champion et al.
1992). For a more detailed understanding of the theory and
analysis of the spectra, we refer to Champion et al. (1992),
Albert et al. (2009b), Boudon et al. 2011: Spherical Top
Theory and Molecular Spectra and the references therein.
Here, we show only the very nice agreement between a
part of the experimental and the simulated spectrum in the
spectral region (Figure 13, bottom) and an enlarged part of
the icosad region (6750–7600 cm−1) of CH4 in Figure 14.
The strong lines in the enlarged regions 7052–7100 cm−1

and 7440–7590 cm−1 display patterns. A fit of the line
shape of a line at 7076.310 cm−1 to a Gaussian line
profile and the resulting line width of ∆ν̃ = 0.0122 cm−1

is again very close to the theoretically calculated Doppler
width ∆ν̃D = 0.0120 cm−1. An optical path difference of
1/dMOPD = 0.005 cm−1 was used. Smaller sections of the
icosad region were measured and analyzed using supersonic
jet cavity ring down laser spectroscopy (Hippler and Quack
2002 and Snels et al. 2011)

3.6 CH3D, CHD3, and CH2D2 under Collisional
Broadening Conditions in the Infrared

As is already clear from the general discussion and some
of the examples discussed above, even for rather light
molecules such as methane at low temperature, the FIR
range will have instrument-limited line shapes at low
pressures. For instance, between 10 and 100 cm−1, the
Doppler width for the methane isotopomers is about 1.5 ×
10−5 –1.5 × 10−4 cm−1, well below what can be reached
with current instrumental line-shape functions from avail-
able FTIR spectrometers. However, it may be important
to obtain accurate integrated line strengths, which is only
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possible using spectra that are not instrument limited. Here,
one measures under collisionally broadened conditions. For
this, with the traditional low-resolution grating spectrome-
ters in the use of the celebrated Wilson Wells (Wilson and
Wells 1946) method, one had to use quite high pressures of
well above 1 bar. The advantage of high-resolution FTIR
spectroscopy is obviously that gas pressures well below
atmospheric pressures of 1 bar are sufficient to obtain true
pressure-broadened line shapes and intensities at available
resolutions.

We cite here results from an application of this method to
spectra and intensities of the methane isotopomers with the
goal of determining the magnitude and sign of the electric
dipole moment of these deuterated isotopomers. This is,
in turn, related to a long-standing question concerning the
CH-bond dipole moment in methane (Hollenstein et al.
1994, Signorell et al. 1996) and literature cited therein.
Figure 15(a) shows the FIR spectrum of the symmetric top
isotopomers CH3D and CHD3 measured in a light pipe cell
of 2.71 m path length (Quack and Suhm 1990), specially
developed for the IR showing pressure broadening. The
typical regularly spaced R lines from J = 6 to 10 (CD3H)
and J = 7–12 (CHD3) are seen in the range 50–90 cm−1

shown here.
Figure 15(b) shows the range 30–90 cm−1 for CH2D2

under comparable conditions, showing a much more com-
plex rotational line structure typical for an asymmetric
top. Without discussing details here, we can summarize
one main result of these investigations: The electric dipole
moment (7.8 × 10−3 D for CH2D2, 6.6 × 10−3 D for CHD3,

and 6.8 × 10−3 for CH3D) is always toward the deuterium-
containing part of the isotopomers (which has thus a
positive partial charge with proper sign convention of the
electric dipole moment) (see also Stohner and Quack 2011:
Conventions, Symbols, Quantities, Units and Constants
for High-resolution Molecular Spectroscopy, this hand-
book). This result is, in turn, related to a CH-bond dipole
model in methane corresponding to a partial charge dis-
tribution Cδ−−Hδ+. We note that this resolution of a five
decade long controversy starting with the paper by Coulson
(1942) was obtained using IR intensities from the spectrum
shown and combining this with numerous NIR intensity
measurements and theoretical results in terms of a multi-
dimensional electric dipole hypersurface (Hollenstein et al.
1994, Marquardt and Quack 1998). We refer to the orig-
inal papers for a more detailed discussion, leading to this
now well-established result (see also Marquardt and Quack
2004).

3.7 Characteristics and Setup of the
Nine-chamber Zürich FTIR spectrometer
Bruker IFS120/125 Prototype 2001

The influence of the aperture is nicely illustrated in
Figure 16. Part of the absorption spectra of the ν3 band
of CDBrClF recorded with different apertures is shown.
Reducing the aperture from 1.15 m (Figure 16, upper trace)
to 0.8 mm (lower trace) leads to much better-resolved fea-
tures. Even lines with peak distances of 0.0008 cm−1 can
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be resolved. However, because of the smaller aperture, the
signal-to-noise ratio decreases.

The second effect of a finite aperture is the shift of the
wavenumber scale. This effect is shown on an OCS line
around 882 cm−1 in Figure 17. Reduction of the aperture
leads to a larger shift versus the reference line position. In
addition, one can see the narrowing of the line due to the
reduction of the aperture and the increase of the noise.

To illustrate the excellent details of the recorded spec-
tra and the improvement of the spectral resolution, we
show a part of the CDBrClF spectrum in the ν3 region
in Figure 18, recorded with different spectral resolutions.
The upper trace shows the CDBrClF spectrum recorded

with a resolution of 0.004 cm−1, corresponding to the first
generation of highly resolving Fourier transform spectrom-
eters, the Bomem DA 002 series. As one can see, a
line-by-line assignment is quite impossible. The middle
trace shows the spectrum recorded with a resolution of
0.0016 cm−1, which was the maximum resolution of the
first prototype of the Bruker IFS 120 HR series. At this
resolution, more absorption features are resolved and an
initial line-by-line assignment is possible. However, many
overlapping and coalescent line features exist even here,
rendering a complete assignment difficult or impossible.
Finally, the lowest trace shows the spectrum recorded with
the Bruker IFS 125 HR Zurich prototype 2001. Compared
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to the first spectrometer of the IFS 120 HR series, we
achieve roughly a better instrumental resolution by a fac-
tor of two. The Doppler width of CDBrClF in this spec-
tral region is about 0.0009 cm−1. We record completely
resolved absorption lines, in part, and therefore are even
able to detect close rovibrational resonances in the spec-
trum. Thus, the higher resolution indeed opens the route

for the complete rovibrational analysis of a whole new set
of heavier polyatomic molecules, like chiral and aromatic
molecules.

In addition to the commercially available glass, White-
type multireflection cell with a base length of 0.8 m and
maximum optical path length of 41.6 m, our spectrometer
is equipped with two other external absorption cells. One of
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them is an enclosive cooling cell (Albert et al. 2007, Buch
et al. 2004, Bauerecker et al. 1995, 2001, Bauerecker
2005). Spectra can be recorded at temperatures down to 4 K
by helium cooling in this cell. It is also optically designed as
a multireflection cell with a maximum optical path of 20 m.
This enclosive cooling cell is connected via transfer optics
to the parallel output beam of the Bruker spectrometer. The
other external cell is a 3 m glass cell. It can be used to record
the spectra of reactive and unstable species.

The FTIR spectra of the molecules presented here
have been recorded in the region 50 to 7800 cm−1. The
unapodized instrumental resolution ranged from 0.00061
to 0.002 cm−1. About 150 to 300 spectra were co-added
in each spectral region. The White-type cell with path
lengths ranging from 3.2 up to 19.6 m and the 3 m glass
cell were used for the room temperature measurements.
The cold measurements of CHCl2F and methane were
carried out in a collisional cooling cell with a path
length of 17.5 m. The sample pressure was varied from
0.01 to 1 mbar. All spectra were self-apodized and were
recorded close to or below the Doppler limit for the
conditions of the experiment. Apertures of 0.8–1.3 mm
were used. The frequency measurements were calibrated
with OCS and N2O lines (Maki and Wells 1991). For FTIR
spectroscopy of supersonic jets, we refer to the review by

Snels et al. 2011: High-resolution FTIR and Diode Laser
Spectroscopy of Supersonic Jets, this handbook.

4 ASSIGNMENT AND ANALYSIS OF
COMPLEX HIGH-RESOLUTION FTIR
SPECTRA

4.1 Overview

The five molecules presented here, CH35Cl2F, CDBrClF,
pyrimidine, pyridine and naphthalene, are asymmetric top
molecules. As illustrated in Figure 19 (for naphthalene see
Figure 31, top left), they have three principal axes a, b,
and c, with different rotational constants A, B, and C and
energy levels characterized by rotational quantum numbers
J , Ka , and Kc (Herzberg 1945, Zare 1988).

A resolved rovibrational spectrum in a typical frequency
range defined by an optical filter range consists normally
of 5000–10000 absorption lines for the heavier molecules
discussed here. To deal with such a large amount of
information, interactive pattern-recognition programs are
used. These programs plot the line positions as a function
of one of the rotational constants. As a result, absorption
lines belonging to the same Ka or Kc values appear
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as series. One of the first general pattern-recognition
programs of this kind was the Giessen Loomis–Wood
assignment program (Loomis and Wood 1928, Winnewisser
et al. 1989). Figure 20a shows a Loomis–Wood diagram
of the ν4 band of benzene as an example of an oblate
symmetric top and Figure 20b of the ν11 band of pyridine
as an example of an oblate asymmetric top. The J

quantum number is shown as a function of the effective
B rotational constant. The different K series of benzene
are clearly visible (Figure 20a). The lower trace illustrates
an enlargement of the Loomis–Wood plot of benzene and
shows the series up to K ≤ 15. The Loomis–Wood plot of
pyridine (Figure 20b, upper picture) shows the Kc series,

c-type transitions, up to Kc ≤ 6. The asymmetric splitting at
lower J levels is visible. The lower picture in Figure 20b
shows an enlargement of part of the Loomis–Wood plot
of pyridine illustrating the Kc series between Kc = 10 and
Kc = 35.

In the meantime, several other assignment programs
have become available. We refer to the recently developed
CAAARS (Medvedev et al. 2005) and AABS (Kisiel et al.
2005) program packages; besides, there exist, of course,
local versions of the Loomis–Wood assignment programs
within various research groups, including our own, devel-
oped for specific purposes (see also Albert et al. 2011:
Fundamentals of Rotation–Vibration Spectra, this
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handbook). The Giessen Loomis–Wood program, origi-
nally designed only for linear molecules (Albert et al.
1996, 1997a,b, 1998a, 2001b, Schulze et al. 2000), has
been used successfully in our group for several asymmetric
top molecules: CHClF2 (Albert et al. 2004c), CH35Cl2F
(Albert et al. 2004a), CDBrClF (Albert et al. 2003b),
C2H3DO (Albert et al. 2003a), pyridine (Albert et al.
2005), chloro- and fluorobenzene (Albert and Quack 2006),
phenol, aniline, and naphthalene (Albert et al. 2010).

After the assignment of absorption lines, the rovibrational
analysis is carried out with Watson’s reduced effective
Hamiltonian in the A or S reduction up to sextic centrifu-
gal distortion constants (Watson 1978, Papoušek and Aliev
1982):

Ĥ
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The angular momentum operators are given by Ĵ 2 = Ĵ 2
x +

Ĵ 2
y + Ĵ 2

z and Ĵ± = Ĵx ± iĴy .
Effective rotational Hamiltonians that couple different

vibrational states v′ and v may be considered in the case
of accidental degeneracies. Taking into account terms up to
quartic interactions, this Hamiltonian may be written in the
form (Luckhaus and Quack 1989)

Ĥ v′v
rot = iξ v′v

α Ĵα + ηv′v
βγ [Ĵβ , Ĵγ ]+ (α 	= β 	= δ) (48)

The spectroscopic data of the asymmetric top molecules
discussed here were analyzed using the Zurich WANG pro-
gram described in detail by Luckhaus and Quack (1989)
(see also Albert et al. 2011: Fundamentals of Rota-
tion–Vibration Spectra, this handbook). Table 2 lists the
rotational constants of the rovibrational bands discussed
here. The WANG program was designed to allow, in prin-
ciple, inclusion of all types of rovibrational interactions
in the analysis, without the need for fundamental changes
in the program. There are also other programs available

that adjust the constants of an effective asymmetric top
Hamiltonian (Pickett 1991). Symmetric rotor programs like
that described by Graner (1993) are also available.

4.2 Rovibrational Spectra of CHCl2F

CHCl2F is a prolate asymmetric top molecule of Cs

symmetry for identical chlorine isotopes with nine nor-
mal modes of symmetry A′ and A′′ for the symmetric
isotopomer. CHCl2F exists in three isotopomers with a
natural abundance of approximately 9 : 6 : 1 (CH35Cl2F :
CH35Cl37ClF : CH37Cl2F). The mixed 35Cl37Cl isotopomer
is chiral with C1 point group symmetry. We have recorded
and analyzed the FTIR spectrum of CHCl2F at 170 K
and at room temperature in the range 1800–3600 cm−1

(Albert et al. 2004b, 2007) at essentially Doppler-limited
resolution. The rovibrational spectra of CH35Cl2F and
CH35Cl37ClF have been studied in (Snels and Quack 1991)
and (Albert et al. 2004a) in some detail. The ground state
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Figure 20 (a) Loomis–Wood diagram of absorption transitions of the ν4 band of benzene (top) in the P and R branch region. The
different K series are visible. The lower frame illustrates a smaller part of the band and shows the benefit of the high resolution.
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Figure 20 (b) Loomis–Wood diagram of pyrimidine. The shaded area in the upper part appears enlarged in the lower part. The
different Kc series are visible.

of CHCl2F has been investigated using microwave (McLay
1964) and submillimeter wave spectroscopy (Luis et al.
1997, Lopez et al. 2002).

Because of the two heavy atoms and the presence of
several isotopomers, the rotational structure of the bands
is dense and congested. Only hybrid bands have been
observed in the spectrum. For two reasons we discuss here
the analysis of the 2ν3 band of CH35Cl2F and CH35Cl37ClF
recorded at room temperature and at 170 K. First, we can
demonstrate that the detailed rovibrational analysis of over-
tone spectra of relatively heavy molecules is now possible,
which will lead to the identification and characterization
of much more complicated resonance systems than those
present in quasi-linear systems (Albert et al. 1996) or ana-
lyzed for CHCl2F and related systems at lower resolution
(Quack 1990, Dübal and Quack 1984). This provides much
more insight into complicated rovibrational dynamics and
energy transfers upon excitation. One can also relate this
to recent results on the slightly lighter molecule CHClF2

(Albert et al. 2004c, 2006c). Second, the 2ν3 band provides
the opportunity to study an overtone band of an isotopically

chiral molecule, on which quasiresonant two-photon CO2

laser spectroscopy can be carried out in order to experimen-
tally detect parity violation (Albert et al. 2007). Finally, the
spectroscopy of CHCl2F is of obvious interest in the frame-
work of studies of trace gases in the Earth’s atmosphere.

A-type transitions of the 2ν3 band of CHCl2F up to J ≤
90, Ka ≤ 9 and c-type transitions up to J ≤ 65, Kc ≤ 23
were assigned in the room-temperature spectrum. The a-
type series were identified as P and R branches with J ±
1, Ka,Kc = J ± 1 − Ka ← J, Ka, Kc = J − Ka. All three
rotational constants, all five quartic distortion constants, and
the sextic distortion constants ΦJ, ΦKJ, φJ, and φK were
determined. The 2ν3 band of CH35Cl2F is relatively free
of perturbations. However, the determination of sextic con-
stants indicates a weak global interaction, probably with
the ν3 + ν6 + ν8 state. The 2ν3 band of CH35Cl37ClF is
more perturbed. In spite of these perturbations, a simu-
lation performed using the optimized spectroscopic con-
stants represents the spectrum fairly well. A comparison
of the 2ν3 band measured at room temperature with a
simulation of the 2ν3 bands of CH35Cl2F and CH35Cl37ClF,
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Figure 21 (a) A comparison of the 2ν3 band of CHCl2F measured at 295 K and at a pressure of 0.9 mbar (a, first trace, path
length = 19.6 m, instrumental resolution = 0.0011 cm−1) with a simulation of the 2ν3 band at 295 K of the two major isotopomers
CH35Cl2F and CH35Cl37ClF (a, second trace); simulation of the 2ν3 band of CH35Cl2F at 295 K (a, third trace); simulation of the 2ν3
band of CH35Cl37ClF) at 295 K (a, bottom trace). (b) A comparison of part of the 2ν3 band of CHCl2F measured at 295 K and at a
pressure of 0.9 mbar (b, first trace, path length = 19.6 m, instrumental resolution = 0.0011 cm−1) with a recorded cold spectrum (b,
second trace, 170 K, 17.5 m path length, 0.8 mbar pressure, instrumental resolution = 0.0011 cm−1) and with a simulation of the 2ν3
band at 170 K of the two major isotopomers CH35Cl2F and CH35Cl37ClF (b, third trace). [Reproduced from Albert et al. 2007 with
permission.]
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calculated with the adjusted spectroscopic constants, is
shown in Figure 21(a). It illustrates a selected part of the
room-temperature spectrum in the region of the c-type P
branches (a, top trace). One can clearly see by comparison
of experiment (a, first trace) with the simulation (a, second
trace) how the two major species CH35Cl2F (a, third trace)
and CH35Cl37ClF (a, fourth trace) combine to form the
spectrum of the 2ν3 band of CHCl2F. The agreement
between the recorded (a, first trace) and simulated (a,
second trace) spectra in Figure 21 is quite good. The
remaining differences can be attributed to hot bands and
the minor isotopic species CH37Cl2F.

An even better agreement is possible if the cold spectrum
(21b, second trace) measured at 170 K is compared to a
simulation at 170 K containing the two major isotopomers
CH35Cl2F and CH35Cl37ClF (b, third trace). In addition,
the advantage of measuring a spectrum under cooling
conditions is visible. A comparison of the CH35Cl2F
spectrum taken at room temperature (b, first trace) with
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Figure 22 Survey spectrum of CDBrClF in the range 600–1300 cm−1 with the normal modes ν6 (CBr-stretch), ν5 (CCl-stretch), ν3
(CDF-bend), ν2 (CDF-bend), and ν4 (CF-stretch) recorded at room temperature with a path length of 3.2 m and a pressure of 0.08 mbar.
[See Albert et al. 2003b.]

the spectrum taken at 170 K (b, second trace) illustrates the
better resolution of the spectra with features in the cold
spectrum.

4.3 Rovibrational Spectra of CDBrClF

CDBrClF exists in four major isotopomers with a natural
abundance of 0.380 (CD79Br35ClF) : 0.369 (CD81Br35ClF) :
0.122 (CD79Br37ClF) : 0.118 (CD81Br37ClF). Because of
the two heavy atoms and their isotopomers, the rotational
structure of the bands in this molecule also is dense
and congested, as is that for CHCl2F. Because of the
low symmetry of the molecule, hybrid bands have been
observed in the spectrum. The FIR spectrum of CDBrClF
recorded at room temperature has been measured with
instrumental resolutions between 0.0008 and 0.0012 cm−1

and has been analyzed within the ν6 (CBr-stretch), ν5 (CCl-
stretch), ν4 (CF-stretch), and ν3 (CDF-bend) regions (Albert
and Quack 2001, Albert et al. 2001a, 2003b). Figure 22
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Figure 23 A comparison of the ν4 band of CDBrClF within the c-type P branches measured at 295 K (a trace, path length = 3.2 m,
pressure = 0.08 mbar), with a simulation of the ν4 band at 295 K of the two major isotopomers CD79Br35ClF and CD81Br35ClF (b
trace); simulation of the ν4 band of CD81Br35ClF at 295 K (c trace); and simulation of the ν4 band of CD79Br35ClF at 295 K (d trace).
Resolution = 0.001 cm−1 for all. [See also Albert et al. 2003b.]

displays a survey spectrum of CDBrClF between 600 and
1300 cm−1 recorded at room temperature, showing the
fundamentals ν2, ν3, ν4, ν5, and ν6. All the bands shown
except ν2 have been rotationally resolved and analyzed in
our work.

As an example of an analysis of a rovibrational band, we
present here in Figure 23 the CF-stretching fundamental ν4

(Albert and Quack 2001), which occurs near 1100 cm−1

as shown in Figure 22. The absorption lines of the two
major isotopomers CD79Br35ClF and CD81Br35ClF have
been assigned. Despite the congestion of the spectrum at
room temperature, it was not necessary to decrease the
rotational temperature of the sample in order to simplify
the spectra. There were no rotational constants available
for the ground state or any other vibrationally excited state.
For this reason, additional vibrational bands of CDBrClF
(ν3, ν5, ν6) were assigned and analyzed to determine
the spectroscopic constants of the ground state for the
isotopomers CD79Br35ClF and CD81Br35ClF by means
of ground-state combination differences. Two types of
subbands (a- and c-types) were assigned in the spectrum.

The simulation of the ν4 band for CD79Br35ClF and
CD81Br35ClF can be based on the adjusted spectroscopic
constants. Figure 23 provides an example for a comparison
between the observed and simulated spectra of a part of the
ν4 fundamental band for CD79Br35ClF and CD81Br35ClF.

This part of the spectrum contains the c-type P branch
lines. As can be seen from the spectrum (a trace) and
the simulation for the two major isotopomers (b trace),
CD81Br35ClF (c trace), and CD79Br35ClF (d trace), there
is good agreement between the experimental and calculated
spectra. Obviously, the agreement cannot be perfect because
lines of the two minor isotopomers CD79Br37ClF and
CD81Br37ClF are not assigned, and because hot bands
visible at room temperature are not considered in the
simulation. These remain to be studied.

4.4 Rovibrational Spectrum of Pyrimidine

4.4.1 General Aspects

Pyrimidine is a molecule of C2v symmetry. The coordinate
system for the symmetry assignment of the C2v normal
modes was chosen so that the twofold rotational axis, the
z-axis, goes through the C atom between the two N Atoms,
the y-axis lies perpendicular not only to z but also in the
plane of the molecule, and the x-axis intersects the center of
gravity perpendicular to the z- and y-axes (Figure 19 lower
left). Pyrimidine has 24 normal modes. Among these, nine
modes have A1 symmetry, eight modes have B2 symmetry,
five modes have B1 symmetry, and two modes have A2

symmetry. All modes except the A2 modes are IR active.
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Table 3 The symmetry classes for the normal modes of benzene, pyridine, D1-benzene and pyrimidine according to Wilson’s notation
(Snels et al. 1997, Kline and Turkevich 1944, Albert et al. 2005, 2006b, Wilson 1934, Innes et al. 1988).

A1g
(-,-)

1 1 982.1 1 991 1 991
2 2 3068.0 2 3094 2 3074

6a 603.1 6a 601 6a 677
B1u
(-,-)

12 7a 3087 7a
13 8a 1591.1 8a 1584 8a 1570

A1
(R,IR )

9a 1175.6 A1
(R,IR)

9a 1218 A1
(R,IR)

9a 1147
6 12 1006.8 12 1031.633940 12 1065

Eg
+

(R,-)

7 3 2277.8 13 3073 13 3052
8 8a 1034.6 18a 1071.87780 18a
9 9a 1480.5 19a 1483 19a 1398

20a 3087 20a 3030 20a 3038
18 Tz Tz Tz

Eu
−

(-,IR )
19
20 3 1332.7 3 1227 3 1370

6b 603.1 6b 654 6b 620.549704
7b 3095 7b 3042 7b 3086
8b 1574.3 8b 1581 8b 1568
9b 859.3 9b

B2
(R,IR )

14 1292 B2 14 1362 B2
(R,IR)

14 1225
15 1158.2 (R,IR) 15 1143.537400 15 1159

B2u
(-,-)

14 18b 1076.8 18b 1079 18b 1071
15 19b 1451.9 19b 1442 19b 1466

20b 3095.6 20b 3087 20b

A2g
(-,-)

3 Ty Ty Ty
Rz Rx Rx Rx

B2g
(-,-)

4 697.7 4 744.006597 4 718.541112
5 984.3 5 1007 5 980

344
955

10b

4
5

777.0261 10b 803.979476
A2u
(-,IR )

11
B1
(R,IR )

11 607.1 B1
(R,IR)

11 700.252875 B1
(R,IR)

11
Tz 16b 377.9 16b 403.3 16b

17b 924.2 17b 937 17b
Eu

+

(-,-)

16
Tx Tx Tx17 Ry Ry Ry

Eg
−

(R,-)
10 10a 849.9 10a 871 10a
Rx,Ry A2

(R,-)
16a 398 A2

(R,-)
16a 373 A2

(R,-)
16a 399

92717a 970 17a 966 17a
Rz Rz Rz

Benzene D1-Benzene Pyridine Pyrimidine

Tx,Ty

For the axes notation see Figure 19. The Tx,y,z are the translations along the x, y, z axes and Rx,y,z are the rotations around the x, y, z axes.

Table 4 Character table for the C2v and S∗
2 (MS4) symmetry groups relating to axes definitions in the bottom part of Figure 19.

C2 σxy σ yz µ J Ka Kc nΓ v g

C2v S∗
2 (MS4) E (αβ) (αβ)∗ E∗

Pyrimidine (C4H4N2)
A1 A+ 1 1 1 1 µz ee 9 15
A2 A− 1 1 −1 −1 Jz eo 2 21
B1 B− 1 −1 1 −1 µx Jy oo 5 15
B2 B+ 1 −1 −1 1 µy Jx oe 8 21

Pyridine (C5H5N)
A1 A+ 1 1 1 1 µz ee 10 60
A2 A− 1 1 −1 −1 Jz eo 3 60
B1 B− 1 −1 1 −1 µx Jy oo 5 36
B2 B+ 1 −1 −1 1 µy Jx oe 8 36

For the molecular symmetry group MS4 (αβ) corresponds to the permutation of the equivalent parts of the molecule and the upper right index of the
symmetry species indicates parity (+ or −) (Quack 1977, Puttkamer and Quack 1987, Puttkamer et al. 1988, Riedle et al. 1994).
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Figure 24 Overview spectrum of pyrimidine in the range 600–1250 cm−1.

The A1 modes show b-type transitions in the IR spectra,
the B1 modes c-type transitions, and the B2 modes a-type
transitions. Table 3 provides an overview of the normal
modes of pyrimidine according to the labeling of Innes
et al. (Innes et al. 1988) and their correlation with the
normal modes of benzene, deuterated benzene, and pyridine
(Lord et al. 1957, Kline and Turkevich 1944, Snels et al.
1997) according to Lord’s (Lord et al. 1957) notation,
which is based on Wilson’s benzene notation (Wilson
1934). However, it should be mentioned that with an
increased number of nitrogen atoms and a decreased
number of normal modes, the correlation to the benzene
modes is not always unambiguous. For this reason, the
mode at 803 cm−1 is labeled as ν10b by Innes et al. (1988)
and as ν11 by Billes et al. (1998).

We have recorded and analyzed the FTIR spectrum
of pyrimidine in the range 600 to 1250 cm−1 shown in
Figure 24 at essentially Doppler-limited resolution (Albert
and Quack 2007b). The ν4 mode discussed in this article
is an out-of-plane mode of the aromatic ring of B1 species,
(x-polarized in the present convention). For the sake of
clarity, Table 4 (upper part) shows the C2v character table
in relation to the S∗

2 molecular symmetry group MS4

(Quack 1977, Puttkamer and Quack 1987, Puttkamer et al.
1988, Riedle et al. 1994), giving the relevant species, as
well as the related parity (+ or − as exponent to the S∗

2
symmetry species), the components of the electric dipole
moment vector µ in the molecule-fixed axis system, the
components of the rotational angular momentum J , and
the reduction nΓ v of the vibrational species in C2v for
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pyrimidine as well as the spin statistical weights. The
overall electric dipole rovibronic selection rule is

1. parity change (+ ↔ −);
2. conservation of nuclear spin symmetry (i.e., A � B)

Table 4, together with the usual asymmetric rotor functions
and nuclear spin functions, thus defines the relevant transi-
tions. The upper part in Table 4 represents the pyrimidine
molecule and the lower part the pyridine molecule.

4.4.2 The ν4 Mode of Pyrimidine

The ν4 band has B1 symmetry and shows c-type transi-
tions, which were assigned up to J ≤ 76, Kc ≤ 47 in the
spectrum. No important perturbations were observed. The
c-type series were identified as P and R branches with
J ± 1, Ka = J ± 1 − Kc,Kc ← J, Ka = J − Kc,Kc. The
spacing between two transitions of a series is approximately
2A. The assignments were checked by comparison of the
combination differences of the ground state calculated from
the assignments of the ν4 and ν10b fundamental bands.

All constants for the ground state up to the sextic
distortion constants of pyrimidine were fixed to the values

of Kisiel et al. (1999). All absorption lines up to J ≤ 76
were used for the fit of the spectroscopic constants of the
ν4 (B1 symmetry) state of pyrimidine. All three rotational
constants, all five quartic distortion constants, and the sextic
distortion constants ΦJ, ΦKJ, ΦK, and φJ in the A-reduction
and I r representation were determined. The values of the
other sextic constants were held to the values of the ground
state. Using the S-reduction and III l representation, all
constants used to describe the ground state were determined
for the ν4 state. The drms was 0.00018 cm−1 for both
representations. There were small correlations between the
determined sextic constants in the A-reduction and I r

representation. These correlations were reduced to one
small correlation between HJ and DJ by the use of the
S-reduction and III l representation. A comparison of the
recorded spectrum with the simulated spectrum calculated
with the spectroscopic constants partially shown in Table 2,
including the spin statistical weights according to Table 4
in the ν4 region, illustrates a very good agreement, as
is shown by the enlargement of the Q branch region of
the ν4 band of pyrimidine in Figure 25, which shows the
overall agreement in this range as well as the agreement

Pyrimidine

Pyrimidine

745740735730725720715710705700

Wavenumber/(cm−1)

Simulation, res.: 0.0008 cm−1

ETH-SLS-Bruker 2009, 20 scans,
9.6 m White-type cell,
p = 0.001 mbar, aperture: 1 mm,
res.: 0.0008 cm−1

718.675718.650718.625718.600718.575718.550

Wavenumber/(cm−1)

Simulation, res.: 0.0008 cm−1

p = 0.01 mbar, ap.: 1 mm, res.: 0.0008 cm−1ETH-SLS-Bruker 2009, 20 scans,
9.6 m White-type cell

NN

NN

Figure 25 Comparison of recorded and simulated spectrum of the ν4 band of pyrimidine: The top figure is an enlargement of
the Q branch region. The ν4 band of pyrimidine measured at 295 K in a 9.6 m White-type cell with p = 0.01 mbar and resolution
= 0.0008 cm−1 (top traces, FWHMDop = 0.001 cm−1) is shown together with a simulation of the ν4 band of pyrimidine at 295 K (lower
traces, resolution = 0.0008 cm−1). [see also Albert and Quack 2007b.]
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Bruker ZP 2001, 150 scans, 9.6 m White-type cell, p = 0.5 mbar,
aperture: 1.15 mm, res.: 0.001 cm−1, FWHMDop.: 0.001 cm−1

ETH-SLS-Bruker 2009, 20 scans, 9.6 m White-type cell,
p = 0.01 mbar, aperture: 1 mm, res.: 0.0008 cm−1

Simulation, res.: 0.0008 cm−1 with spin statistical weights

Simulation, res.: 0.0008 cm−1 without spin statistical weights

J', K'a , K'c — J", K"a , K"c

30, 28, 3 — 29, 27, 3

30, 28, 2 — 29, 27, 2

31, 29, 2 — 30, 28, 2

31, 29, 3 — 30, 28, 331, 28, 3 — 30, 27, 3
31, 28, 4 — 30, 27, 4

N N

Figure 26 Comparison of part of the spectrum of the ν4 band of pyrimidine recorded with the Bruker ZP2001 (top trace, 9.6 m path
length, 1.15 mm aperture, 0.5 mbar pressure, resolution 0.001 cm−1), measured with the ETH-SLS Bruker 2009 (second trace, 9.6 m
path length, 1 mm aperture, 0.001 mbar pressure, resolution 0.0008 cm−1) with a simulation including spin statistical weights (third
trace) and a simulation neglecting spin statistical weights (bottom trace).

in detail. Even the absorption features of incompletely
resolved absorption lines can be reproduced.

Because of the spin statistical weights ee/eo/oo/oe =
15/21/15/21 of pyrimidine, the intensity alternation of the
c-type transitions can only be observed if the asymmetric
splitting can be resolved. For this reason, we have measured
the ν4 band of pyrimidine, a sum of twenty scans, with
our new Bruker ETH-SLS spectrometer again using the
synchrotron source and a resolution of 0.0008 cm−1 at
low pressure (0.01 mbar). As seen from Figure 26 (top
and second trace), the ETH-SLS recording (second trace)
leads to a slightly better resolution compared to the
Bruker ZP2001 measurement (top trace) and therefore
slightly better-resolved asymmetric splitting. A simulation
with spin statistical weights is shown in Figure 26 (third
trace). The agreement is excellent and illustrates again
the very high resolving power of our spectrometers. As
a comparison, a simulation without spin statistical weights
is also shown (bottom trace). The discrepancies are clearly
visible.

4.5 Rovibrational Spectra of Pyridine

4.5.1 General Aspects

Pyridine is also a molecule of C2v symmetry and has 27 nor-
mal modes. Among these, 10 modes have A1 symmetry, 9
modes have B2 symmetry, 5 modes have B1 symmetry, and
3 modes have A2 symmetry (Kline and Turkevich 1944). In
assigning the symmetry species of the C2v point group, we
follow here the axis convention in which the z-axis goes
through the N atom corresponding to the a axis, the y-axis
lies perpendicular to z in the plane of the molecule, cor-
responding to the b axis, and the x-axis (c axis) intersects
the center of gravity perpendicular to the ring plane spanned
by the z- and y-axes (Figure 19). The rovibrational analysis
was carried out with the A-reduced Watson Hamiltonian in
the IIIr representation, which requires relabeling of the axis
(x′ = a, y′ = −b, z′ = c; see Snels et al. 1997). All modes
except the A2 modes are IR active. The A1 modes show
a-type transitions in the IR spectra , the B1 modes c-type
transitions, and the B2 modes b-type transitions. Table 3
summarizes the fundamental frequencies of pyridine and
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relates the conventional spectroscopic numbering to the
Wilson notation (Kline and Turkevich 1944, Wilson 1934),
which is derived from the symmetric C6H6 D6h case. By
lowering the symmetry, the C6H6 modes split into nonde-
generate modes labeled as A and B in isotopomers such
as C6H5D (Snels et al. 1997). Pyridine has one atom and
three vibrational degrees of freedom less than benzene. In
Table 4, the character table for pyridine is given including
the spin statistical weights. A comparison with pyrimidine
illustrates the difference. As an example, we show here a
part of the ν11 band of pyridine fully analyzed in Albert
et al. (2005). According to the spin statistical weights, it is
not necessary to resolve the asymmetric splitting in order
to observe intensity alternation. As Figure 27 illustrates,
the intensity alternation is observed for ee and oo tran-
sitions (top trace, left part) or for eo and oe transitions
(top trace, right part). The agreement with the simula-
tion that includes the spin statistical weights (Figure 27,
middle trace) is again excellent. A simulation for compar-
ison without spin statistical weights is shown in Figure 27

(lower trace). The intensity discrepancies are again clearly
visible.

In addition, we present here the rovibrational analysis
of the fundamentals ν̃18a = 1071.887 80 cm−1 and ν̃15 =
1143.537 400 cm−1 of pyridine (Albert et al. 2005, 2006b,
Albert and Quack 2007a). An overview spectrum of these
region 960–1240 cm−1 is shown in Figure 28. A complete
analysis of these bands including the ν9a, ν1, and ν12 is
reported in (Albert et al. 2006b). These two bands are
examples of perturbed transitions. The analysis of these
bands illustrates the importance of including the interaction
of dark states.

4.5.2 The ν18a Mode of Pyridine

This mode of pyridine has A1 symmetry. It was assigned
in the spectrum as P and R branches for a-type transi-
tions (J < 60, Ka < 55). The ν18a band is perturbed by a
z-Coriolis resonance between the ν18a and ν18b (B2) states.

685.00684.95684.90684.85684.80

Wavenumber/(cm−1)

Pyridine

Globar, exp. spectrum, 9.6 m White-type cell, p = 0.7 mbar, ap.:1.3 mm,
res: 0.001 cm−1, FWHMDoppler: 0.001 cm−1

Simulation 0.001 cm−1 with spin statistical weights

J', K'a, K'c — J", K"a, K"c

38,38,0 39,39,0
38,38,1 39,39,1

38,37,1 39,38,1
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N

Figure 27 Comparison of part of the spectrum of the ν11 band of pyridine recorded with the Bruker ZP2001 (top trace, 9.6 m path
length, 1.3 mm aperture, 0.7 mbar pressure, resolution 0.001 cm−1) with a simulation including spin statistical weights (middle trace)
and a simulation neglecting spin statistical weights (bottom trace).
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Figure 28 Overview spectrum of pyridine in the range 940–1240 cm−1 (decadic absorbance lg(I0/I) is shown).

Because of the lower symmetry of pyridine, the degener-
ate mode ν18 (Eu-symmetry) of benzene splits into two
different vibrations of pyridine ν18a and ν18b. Both vibra-
tions are strongly coupled by a J -dependent Coriolis res-
onance. The rotational, quartic, and some sextic distortion
constants of the ν18a state were determined. Because of the
strong coupling, the band center ν0 = 1075.28 cm−1 of the
dark state ν18b and the Coriolis parameter ξ z = 0.037 cm−1

were determined. The rotational constants of the dark state
ν18b were fixed to the values for the ground state except for
the rotational constants B and C. Figure 29 shows a com-
parison of the recorded band to a simulation using the fitted
constants of an effective Hamiltonian. The upper trace of
each set shows the spectrum recorded in a 3 m cell with
aperture 1.15 mm and a pressure of 0.8 mbar, the middle
trace of each set the spectrum recorded in a White-type
cell with 9.6 m path length with aperture 1 mm and a pres-
sure of 0.3 mbar, and the lowest trace of each set shows the
simulation of the pyridine spectrum with a resolution of
0.0014 cm−1. As one can see, the reduction of the aperture
and the pressure yields a slightly more highly resolved spec-
trum. A few NH3 absorption lines are visible at large path

length. These lines can be used for an internal wavenumber
calibration of the measured spectrum. The enlargements of
parts of the spectrum in Figure 29 illustrate the good agree-
ment between the recorded and the simulated spectrum,
which is excellent for such a complex molecule.

4.5.3 The ν15 Mode of Pyridine

This mode of pyridine has B2 symmetry. It was assigned
in the spectrum as P and R branches for b-type transitions
(J < 55). The ν15 band is perturbed by a z-Coriolis
resonance between the ν15 and a dark state with the
preliminary assignment ν4 + ν16b (A1). According to an
estimation of the vibrational levels, the state ν4 + ν16b

is the closest state to the ν15 state (∆νc ≈ 7 cm−1). The
rotational and quartic distortion constants of the ν15 state
were determined. The spectroscopic constants of the dark
state ν4 + ν16b were fixed to the values of the ground state,
except for the rotational constant B. The Coriolis parameter
ξz was determined to be 0.006 cm−1 and the band center of
this vibrational band as 1147.08 cm−1. Figure 30 shows a
comparison of the recorded band to a simulation using the
adjusted constants of an effective Hamiltonian. Again, the
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Figure 29 Comparison of recorded and simulated spectra of the ν18a band of pyridine: the middle and bottom figures are enlargements
of the shaded parts of the spectra shown above. The ν18a band of pyridine measured at 295 K in a 3 m glass cell with p = 0.8 mbar
and resolution = 0.0014 cm−1 (top traces, FWHMDop = 0.0014 cm−1) and at 295 K in a 9.6 m White-type cell, p = 0.3 mbar and a
resolution = 0.0014 cm−1 (middle traces, FWHMDop = 0.0014 cm−1) is shown together with a simulation of the ν18a band of pyridine
at 295 K (lower traces, resolution = 0.0014 cm−1). NH3 absorption lines are visible in the middle traces of the top two spectra sets
that are recorded at large path length. These NH3 lines can be used for internal calibration of the measured spectrum. [Reproduced by
permission from Albert and Quack 2007b.]
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Figure 30 Comparison of recorded and simulated spectra of the ν15 band of pyridine: the middle figure is an enlargement of a part
of the top figure and the bottom figure is an enlargement of a part of the middle figure. The ν15 band of pyridine measured at 295 K
in a 3 m glass cell with p = 0.8 mbar and resolution = 0.0014 cm−1 (top traces, FWHMDop = 0.0014 cm−1) and at 295 K in a 9.6 m
White-type cell, p = 0.3 mbar and a resolution = 0.0014 cm−1 (middle traces, FWHMDop = 0.0014 cm−1) is shown together with a
simulation of the ν15 band of pyridine at 295 K (lower traces, resolution = 0.0014 cm−1). [Reproduced by permission from Albert and
Quack 2007b.]
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upper two traces of each set represent the recorded spectra.
It is obvious that a pressure reduction and the use of a
slightly smaller aperture lead to a more highly resolved
spectrum. This is essential for the rovibrational analysis
of this congested band, as the enlargements in Figure 30
illustrate. Considering perturbations and extra bands, the
agreement between the simulated and recorded spectrum is
quite good.

Table 2 summarizes some of the parameters of the bands
analyzed here. Several factors determine the complexity of
a rovibrational spectrum: the molecular moments of iner-
tia, the size and complexity of the molecule, the symmetry
and floppiness of the molecule, the number of isotopomers,
and the presence of accidental resonances. The molecular
mass distribution determines the magnitude of the rota-
tional constants; the larger the number of heavy atoms, the
smaller the rotational constants, and the higher the density
of absorption lines, as a rule. However, the symmetry of
the molecule must also be considered. Roughly speaking,
the higher the symmetry of the molecule, the fewer the
absorption lines. The floppiness of a molecule, expressed
by large amplitude motions such as torsion and inversion
modes, leads to low-lying modes. These modes increase
the density of lines considerably through the presence of
hot bands related to a fundamental mode. In addition, the
density of the lines is increased by the number of iso-
topomers. CDBrClF has a low symmetry and has four
important isotopomers in natural abundance. It has smaller
rotational constants than CHCl2F, which has three impor-
tant isotopomers. Therefore, the rovibrational spectrum of
CHCl2F is less congested than that of CDBrClF. How-
ever, this does not imply that the CHCl2F spectrum is less
complicated. Another factor must be considered, namely,
the presence of “accidental” resonances or perturbations.
One can estimate that an increasing number of vibrational
modes increases the probability of accidental resonances, at
least at higher frequencies. Pyridine and pyrimidine are the
lightest of the four molecules investigated and both have
only one important isotopomer compared to CDBrClF and
CHCl2F, which have several. However, the pyridine and
pyrimidine spectra are more complicated than the spectra
of CDBrClF and CHCl2F owing to the large number of
normal modes and the appearance of accidental perturba-
tions. Even the vibrational state ν4 of pyridine at 744 cm−1

is strongly perturbed by the 2ν16a state (Albert et al. 2005).
The lowest frequency modes, however, should in general
be unperturbed or less perturbed. Interactions with excited
rotational states of the vibrational ground state are, in prin-
ciple, possible even for the lowest frequency mode (Quack
and Suhm 1990).

4.6 Rovibrational Spectra of Naphthalene

Naphthalene is of symmetry D2h as shown in Figure 31 (top
left) and has 48 normal modes (Albert et al. 2010). Only
modes with b1u, b2u, and b3u symmetry are IR active. These
generate a-, b-, and c-type bands, respectively. The ν46

band is of b3u symmetry and shows c-type transitions in the
spectrum. The spin statistical weights for each line (Ka, Kc)
are ee : eo : oe : oo = 76 : 60 : 60 : 60. The c-type bands
were identified as P and R branches up to J < 95, Ka <

44, and Kc < 66. The different c-type series are clearly
visible in the Loomis–Wood diagram and are grouped
into three groups as shown in Figure 31 (lower left). The
rovibrational analysis was carried out with Watson’s A

reduced effective Hamiltonian in the III r representation up
to sextic centrifugal distortion constants. The spectroscopic
constants of the ν46 band of naphthalene were fitted
according to the A reduction, resulting in a standard
deviation of drms = 0.000 327 cm−1. The spectroscopic
constants for the ground state were fixed to the values
given in Kabir et al. (2003). No perturbation was observed
despite the large density of states. A comparison between
the experimental spectrum and a simulation of part of the
ν46 band is shown in Figure 31 (right). The agreement
between simulated and experimental spectrum is very good
considering the large number of hot bands.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have summarized the current experimental principles,
progress, and new possibilities of high-resolution Fourier
transform spectroscopy. As the rovibrationally resolved
IR spectra of the selected molecules illustrate, it is now
possible to investigate the rovibrational spectrum of large
molecules consisting of 10 and more atoms including also
many “heavy”, i.e., nonhydrogen or deuterium atoms. The
further improved resolution of the new Bruker 125 series
(ETH-SLS Bruker 2009 11-chamber prototype system) in
combination with a bright synchrotron source allows the
investigation of PAHs, which are of fundamental interest for
astrochemistry, as the analysis of naphthalene demonstrates.
A detailed and systematic rovibrational analysis of such
highly resolved IR spectra provides several important
opportunities:

1. It gives a deeper and complementary insight into
the rovibrational dynamics and intramolecular rovi-
brational energy redistribution including also weaker
interactions and longer time scales. As the analysis
of the pyridine spectra illustrates, numerous weaker
perturbations such as Coriolis interactions have to
be considered in order to successfully simulate the
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Figure 31 Top left: Molecular fixed coordinate system for Naphthalene with D2h symmetry. Bottom left: Loomis–Wood diagram of
the out-of-plane mode ν46 of naphthalene. Right top: The ν46 band of naphthalene (upper trace) compared to simulation (lower trace).
Right bottom: Enlargement of a part of the P branch region (see Albert et al. 2010).

experimental spectra. Similar observations apply, of
course, to CHCl2F and CDBrClF. Further quantum
dynamical analysis will then be able to provide ulti-
mately full dimensional quantum wavepacket descrip-
tions of primary processes of intramolecular energy
flow (Quack 1990, 2001, Beil et al. 2000, Marquardt
and Quack 2001, Marquardt et al. 2003). The high-
resolution analysis performed here will greatly extend
the dynamical range of femtosecond processes ana-
lyzed before (Dübal and Quack 1984) and is a comple-
ment to the femtosecond pump–probe approaches to
study intramolecular energy flow (Krylov et al. 2004,
2007).

2. High-resolution analysis of IR spectra of complex
molecules has the potential to lead to an identification
of molecules that are relevant for interstellar chem-
istry and chemistry of the Earth’s and planetary atmo-
spheres. On the basis of the assignments of the ν11

mode of pyridine, it may be possible to identify this
molecule in protoplanetary nebulae.

3. High-resolution analyses of the IR spectra of chi-
ral molecules are still very scarce. They provide
a necessary first step toward further experiments
designed for detecting molecular parity violation as
discussed in Quack (1986, 1989b, 2002, 2006), Daussy
et al. (1999), Laerdahl et al. (2000), Hollenstein et al.
(1997), Quack and Stohner (2000, 2003, 2005), Gross
et al. (1998), Quack and Willeke (2006), Berger and
Quack (2000a,b). This kind of effort provides a con-
nection between molecular spectroscopy and funda-
mental high-energy physics. There remains even the
speculative possibility of a connection to biomolecular
homochirality (Quack 1989b, 2002, 2006, Berger and
Quack 2000a,b, see also the review by Quack et al.
(2008) and by Quack 2011: Fundamental Symme-
tries and Symmetry Violations from High-resolution
Spectroscopy, this handbook).
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In future developments, one of the major goals will be the
rovibrational analysis of the IR spectra of biomolecules.
We think that an analysis of the rovibrational spectra
of the DNA bases and base pairs should be possible in
the near future based on the techniques discussed here,
especially in consideration of the possible applications
of the new ETH-SLS interferometer in combination with
the SLS synchrotron light source. Many relevant vibra-
tional bands lie in the low-frequency range often called
the terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, 10–1000 cm−1 corresponding to 0.3–30 THz. In this
frequency range, intensity and noise limitations are impor-
tant and we can make use of the brilliance of the SLS in
this spectral region. In particular, below 2 THz, we gain a
10–100 times better signal-to-noise ratio compared to con-
ventional thermal sources. An alternative in this spectral
region is the use of backward wave oscillators based on
phase-locked BWOs and the FAst Scanning Submillime-
ter Spectroscopic Technique (FASSST) technology (Petkie
et al. 1997, Lewen et al. 1998, Albert et al. 1998b, Albert
and De Lucia 2001, De Lucia 2010). It will be possible
using these techniques to record and analyze rovibrationally
resolved low-lying modes of weak absorbers like large aro-
matic systems and hydrogen-bridged biomolecules in the
electronic ground state. High-resolution FTIR spectroscopy
also offers many possibilities for “combination techniques”,
for instance, by combination with supersonic jets or molec-
ular beams and with laser technology, some of which we
describe elsewhere in this handbook (Snels et al. 2011 and
Hippler et al. 2011).
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

FASSST FAst Scanning Submillimeter Spectroscopic
Technique

FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FIR Far Infrared
FTIR Fourier transform infrared
FWHM full width at half maximum
IVR intramolecular vibrational redistribution
NIR near infrared
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
PAH polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
SLS Swiss Light Source
UIB unidentified infrared band
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